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ABST•S.CT 

The purpose of th's study was to evaluate the applicab'!ity 
and accuracy of documentation drawings prepared from close-range 
me •estr_a• n•hotogrammetry and to •ompare• •hem• wi•h• the• results__ 
of •rad t•ona,_ documentation techniques which depend on hand 
measurements. =•he photogr•m•r•etric research was organized to coin- 
cide with equ'pment resources available within the Virg'nia De- 
partment of Highways and Transportation. 

The sites studied on a case-by-case basis illustrate •e 
•yp= • ke iy 
• •s assoc•,at=d with transportation improvements that are 
to be af:•ected by federal requirements whmch demand documen,_ation 
of certain histor'cai!y significant sites. The variety of sites 
also demonstrates the adaptability and limitations of-the photo- 
grammetric method. 

Documentation drawings executed by the photogrammetric method 
are presented :n several stages of completion to illustrate the 
process. These drawings are considered successful documenta.tion 
delineations, with certain limitations inherent in the process. 

The results of the photogrammetric technique were analyzed 
from two perspectives. A comparison was made between documentation 
drawings produced by the photogrammetric method and those made by 
the traditional hand measured method. An analysis also was made 
of the dimensional accuracy of the photogram•etric results by com- parison with hand measurements taken at •he, sites. A few photo- 
grammetric models were studied to determine what additional types 
of dimensional information can be obtained from the stereoscop'c 
models of these si'es. The degree of accuracy, both d'mensionally 
and in the representation of deteriorated areas, was found to be 
more than adequate for the demands of site documentation. 
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:•= PHOTOGRA•[METR'.C R=CO•Di•[G r'F 
HIStORiC • RTAT •.•.• S PO ION SI•=S 

by 

Paula A. C. Spero 
Research Engineer 

Photogramm.etric Field Work 

Eirected by 

Fred Bales 
Photogram•r.e tric Engineer 

ENGINEERING NEEDS FOR PHOTOGP•AMMETRIC 
DOCUMENTATION METHODS 

Federal legislation of the !960's has made site analysis for 
engineering structures far more complex and time-consuming than it 
was previously. Executive Order 11593, Section 106 of the }[ational 
Historic Preservation Act and Section 4(f) of the Department of 
Transportation Act have imposed significant restrictions upon the 

•" {s now necessary use of federal funds for engineering projects. 
•,o 

for appropriate cons mderat ion to be made o,• a! hms•or{c sites 
a•ected by a federa!•y funded or Imcensed project. As defined by 

• legislation, these historic si+es can :•ave either na÷iona! state 
or local significance. Thus, historically significant sites could 
include a wide range of places; anything from Monticello to a local 
Civil War skirmish site could interfere with federal funding of 
•r•nsportation_ projects. When one of these sites is on or el:.gmb•e" 
for the Nationa• Reg{ster of •" •mstoric Places, proper measures must 
be taken to minimize harm to it. Often, after all alternatives have 
been considered, it is not possible to avoid harming the site. in 

"he only acceptable course of many cases, for safety or economy, 
action is demolition of a structure or relocation of an object. In 
these cases, before the project may proceed, mitigation agreements 
often require that a recordation of the structure be made in ac- 
cordance with stringent standards. 

At present the documentation often required consists of the 
time-consuming and expensive method of hand measured drawings. Not 
only are field measuring techniques tedious but :he standard drawing 
requirements are such that for the typical highway engineering drafts- 
man hours of unfamiliar drawing are necessary. 



•n addi• n •o e federal requirement to document his or•c 
sm•es adversely a•fect•d •y n•onosed transnortat on n•.•ec•s, 
•=•ent f=deral mandate strongly encourages al • sta•_•e t•ans•orta-_ 
tion denartments• to develop a nrogram• to inventory their h•s•oric 
bridges (I) Such an inventorl¢ was appreciated =n Virginia as not 
only a step in historic •dge.• conservation •u_• also as 
tool instrumental for avoiding the delays inherent "n projects 
which suddenly uncover an "mpacted historically significant site. 
Thus, in 1973 the Research Council initiated a statewide inventory 
of structures built prior to •932. The Surface Transportation Act 
o• IQ•'8 recognized the need •or such •nventorying by a•owmng 

= gr funds use o• H•ghway Bridge_ Replacement.. and ?ehabi•i• a•ion P•o am 
• • to •nventory bridges •or his+or c sign•eicance. •e de e!opmen• 

u. g _n •980 by of s•a•ewide programs •s accelerating, enco,•a ed • 

•-_=demal Highway Administration_ no!. _{cies to promote compler •on of 
inventories. The issue of a bridge's historical significance was 
addressed in i982 by the FHWA with a provision for a historical 
significance entry on the }.[ational Bridge Inventory. 

•e Com•nonwea•.. of Virginia has continued "he •nit•at•ve 
through the Research Council, and is nearing completion of its 
inventory of bridges built prior to 1932, assuming a national lead 
in surveying its bridges. Still, many more. bridges need to be 
inventoried and in other states the situation is critical. In 
August 1981, the U. S. Department o. Transportation published a 

summary of the status of the various states' inventories. 

•,•.en these two pressing areas of federal regulations are 
coupled with the national focus on the need to strengthen or re- 
place existing bridges, the implications are serious for state 
h:ghway departments. Conflicting priorities create a tension be- 

"•e issue of histor{cal s{gnieicance and •ep!acement program •wee • 
needs. O;ten project planners do not appreciate the time required 

+he for tradmtionai h•stor cal documentation research. Therefore, 
capability to survey and document historic transportation sites 
efficiently and satisfactorily would best be located within the 
structure of state highway departments. 

•URPOSE AND SCOPn OF RESEARCH 

The purpose or this study was to eva._uate the applicability 
and accuracy of documentary'on drawings prepared from close-range 

•h the results of •_errestrial photogrammetry and •o compare them w.• 
•radltional documentation •echniques. The research was organized 

;=ic equipmentai and software resources avail- to coinclde with spec• 
able within operating divis'ons of the Virginia Department of H'gh- 
ways and Transportation in order to examine the feasibility of 



carry n• out such recordatmons when =edera mandates requmre them. 
The only equipmen• not already available was the camera, which was 
purchased by the state subsequen,• to •he recommenda •,•,•ons of •h•s" 
research project. In add'tion to the production of .documentation 
drawings from photogrammetric methods, the potential for additional 
app "cat{cns_ of th=• P hoto•ramme<r•'co data such• a•. condit•on• assess- 

ment, determina<ion of member s'zes, etc., were examined. This 
secondary phase of the study focused pamt•cu!ar!y on the •otentia! 
to measure cross-sectional dimensions from the photogrammetric 

• •ed by models. A more extensive report on ,.•e project was presen" 
the author as a master of science thesis at the University of Vir- 
ginia School of Enginee•ing •nd Appl: •ed Science. (2) 

APPROACH TO RESEARCH 

Case studies of a variety of sites were made. The specif4c 
cases examined were chosen to represent 

I. a cross section of transportation sites likely to 
be impacted by highway projects, 

2. a selection of various types of materials and con- 
struction techniques which would •est p.otting 
capabilities, and 

,.,. a wide range of fie•d conditions which would test 
the photogrammetric procedure 

iiumerous sites were v{sited and studied, and the structures 
and objects listed in Table ! and Table 2 were chosen to satisfy 
these requirements. 

•t was _n{ itial!y hoped -•hat several preh{storic_ si*es• would 
be included in this study in order to test the applicability of 
these photogram•netric techniques to archaeological sites, but be- 
cause of the lack of available archaeological sites affected by 
Virginia highway projects during the research period, it was not 
possib •_e to include this category in the study. Subsequent •o• 
this research, the Virginia Depamtment of Highways and Transporta- 
tion has conducted several successfu archaeological documentation 
projects under *he d•rect; = =•ed Bal=s •.OP, O• 



M_aterial Type 

Metal Pratt Truss 

Metal Thacher Truss 

Me tal P rat t Truss 

Tab !e I 

Transportation Structures 

_Co un ty/_City Route 

Nelson 653 

Rockingham 1421 

Shenandoah 758 

No. Spanks Length, ft.* 

138 

133 

359 

Concrete Arch 

Wood Covered Truss 

Metal Bedstead Pony 
Truss 

Concrete Arch 

Metal 

Brick & 
Wood 

Bascule 

Beam 

Richmond 1 & 301 

Alleghany Nr. 60 

Augusta 683 

Frederick 608 

Portsmouth 

Nansemond 

16 

I 

I 

3,290 arch spans) 
108 

75 

50 

56 

30 

*i ft. 0.3048 m. 

Table 2 

Industrial and Historic Road Sites 

Type 

Industrial Sites" 
Mill 
River navigation lock 
Crozet railroad 

tunnel 
Railroad culvert 

Material 

Brick, stone, 
Random stone 
Cut stone 

Cut stone 

concrete 

Historic Road Sites" 
Road trace 
Road marker 
Bremo rest area 
White Post 

Stone 
Stone 
Wood 

Co un ty 

Prince George 
Fluvanna 
Augusta 

Augusta 

Aibemar!e 
Fluvanna 
Fluvanna 
Clarke 



The 

TTT 

Phases o # Re•ear•h 

research was div'ded into several 

Data Acquis tion 

a) reconnaissance 
b) photographic field 
c) fie•d measuremen• 

work 

Data Reduction 

a) photographic laboratory 
b) stereoplotting 

Data Analysis 
a) comparative 
b) dimensional 

documentation 
information 

ohases 

Data Acquisition 

Initially, it was necessary to find sites within the state 
which were appropriate for the study. Each of the numerous sites 
visited had to be evaluated before the photogram•netric field work 
was done. Considerations were" 

I) accessibility of site 

2) visibility of site, 
preparation 

3) orientation of site, 
photography time 

and necess;ty for preliminary 

and determination of optimal 

4) requirements for special equipment, and 

5) determination of desirable views to be photographed 

The second phase of data acquisition was the photographic 
field work. Th{s part of the study was under the direction of 
Fred Bales of the Location and Design Division of the Virginia 
Department o• Highways and Transportation and empToy=d a s ta •=- 
rented metric terrestrial phozogram•ne:ric camera. Only the camera 
would not normally be available in a modern transportation depart- 
merit. • The essential steps in the field were- 

i) placing targets (reference points) on the object, 

".':Based upon the results from 
Highways and Transportation 

+hiss_ study, the V ;•_rginia Deparement• 
subsequently purchased the camera. 



• setTi•.• •!,D 
•he object 

ho o) n •ograph ng • object, an • 

•) •eco•ding. d'stanc=s• •etwe=n• •arge*•• and e•evat•_ _ons 
of discrete poin=s on =he object. 

(F'e•d information on individual sites is given in the Append'x.) 
The third phase o .= data acquisition was •he field measuremen • 

o. sever=l structures structures chosen were represen*•at ve or t-• n•chlems encountered +h•s type of f•eld wo• ,• • 
measur=d we• rot •n• mosZ paz*t, 
..... o •each 

": was impossib :e to reach an entire port on of a structure. Wading through streams, c!im•ing on bridge members and abutments, and pre- cariously positioning one's self for reading a dimensional measure- ment. add time and the potential for. inaccuracy +o these measurements. 
S•tes loc=•ed in urban areas add •he addit•ona• nconvenience and danger of vehicular traffic. 

S*andard roo!s were used 
•. .ese measurements• namely rules 

steel tapes, and calipers. 

Data Reduction 

The exposed photographic plates were taken ro the •ab eor .• ve!opment. The results were posit've p-rints on transparent material, 
cr diapositives, which were posit'oned between two glass plates for 
use on the stereoplotter. The objects were delineated from a ,three- 
dimensions_, mode• crea•_ed by v•_ew•ng the two images simu!=aneous!y. 

The plo*t{ng,_ o = the objects ._rom • these .•={ims_ initia'iy, proved 
to be time-consum'ng because the stereoplorting technicians were un- 
accustomed to this sort of "mapping." Until this project, the stereop!otting machines had nct been used for close-range photo- 
c•'arr•etric mapping. It was necessary to work w•th -t:he stereopio•ting 
technicians on several of the sites to clarify what information was 
to •e conveyed on the.. "map", •'.•'.•_ .•otted. drawing. Th4s- problem of unfamiliarity corrected itself when a second attempt a similar 
s•tes was executed. 

Data An,a,.!y.s is 

The drawings emerged from the stereop!otter in rough form. 
Some were left in this rough stage and some were sent to the draft- ing section for refinement. The drawings were prepared to illustrate 



the development of a photogranunetr'c •,/•rawing. rach stage in the 
drawing process is represented in the presentaticn of photo- 

•ly •ro u ocume ti•n drawings • trica_ d ce• d nta 

• !y Several s *e •rawings were •en c•osen to be c•ose stud'ed 
and compared with results of the trad'tional hand measured me•hod. 

•n =ddit:on + 
• •o exammn{ng the potential for accurately and 

acceptably documenting structures by photogrammetric techniques, 
the potential to make broader applications of the photogrammetric 
field work was exam'ned ence the fie•d work was comp •e•,_ed, a 

=ile for three-dimensmonal record of the structures studied was on 
reference. Additional information which might be needed in the 
=uture could pot•n+•a • ._he photogrammetric p•ates. 
• ..•y be derived from • 

For example, an extremely time-consuming element in the field in- 
spection of structures, particularly of metal truss bridges, is 
measuring the cross-sectional area of individual members. To test 
•he potential of using the photogrammetric method for this type of 
measurement, several sites were chosen for close analysis of the 
dimensional accuracy. The thickness of random areas of the struc- 
tures was measured photogrammetrica!iy and by hand. The photo- 
gram•netric dimensions were obtained from the same models used for 
the documentation drawings, with no additio.nal preparation of the 
s'tes. Elevation readings of the points in question were made and 
compared with hand measurements of the same points to determine the 
accuracy of reading dimensions of depth from photogrammetric models. 

ADDiTI0•[AL APPLICATIONS OF THIS RESEARCH 

While in the evaluation emphasis was placed on structures and 
objects of the type likely to be impacted by proposed transportation 
projects, the concept is applicable for many other types of struc- 
tures, such as dams, power plants, and buildings, and has "n fact 
been used for such documentation of a variety of objects.(3, 4) P, ec- 
ordation is only a small facet of potential photogrammetric appli- 
cability; not only is it possible to document existing intact struc- 

historic significance can •ures but damaged structures of notent{a, 
be accurately recorded without resorting to approximate methods. 
This is particularly significant for structures made of nonstandard 
components. Several o.• the sites chosen :or •his study ver{fy tnis- 
a s s ump t i o n. 

Of course, photogrammetr'c study "s not restricted •o histori- 
cally significant sites. The present emphasis on bridge replacement 
and rehabilitation forces examinations of the load-carrying capacity 
of older bridges which may not necessarily be histor'cally significa.r•• 
•he photogrammetric acquis'tion of data essential for structural ana 
ysis would have numerous advantages over tedious field measurement. 



Close-range terrestrial photogram•..etry can also have obvious 
uses "• modern s•ruc+ura • -ai =ure analysis Sinc= measurements 
are not restricted •o a finite number of points mov'ng only in 

"" •+ •s nossible one componen* of dlrec •on, 
in wails or individual members from "he perspective of the whole 
s.•u•ture Susn•ct s•ructures could be mo•.•tored wi•hou= •he 

= damaged struc o• strain g=zes. A•so, initial f{eld examination o: 
•'•]r rill 
• s e to be •construc ed cou•d..• be supplemented in the o=f•c 
with dezailed examinat{on_ oe_ the photogramJ•etr-'•c studies. 

These addiziona• applications are beyond the scope •-S 
research, pro3ect and are bein• addressed in another Virginia_ H•gh-• 
way and Transportation Research Council study, in which the measure- 
men: o deflec[}•ns by close-range photogrammetric analysis is be- 
"rig evaluated. However, the field methods developed in this 

•'he system's accuracy are re•evan study and the determination o.._ • 

for other appiications. 

ESSENTIALS OF PHOTOGR•MMETR!C DOCUMENTAT!0M 

/•om 
by a 
with 
tion 

Introduction 

Photogrammetry "s defined as the science of taking measurements 
photographs. The term "photogrammetry" was first used in 1855 
European geographer. (6) The naming of this science coincided 
the beginning of rapidly accepted photogrammetric experimenta- 
• n aurope. 

Although photo gram•.e tr 
the late nineteenth century 
in the Renaissance. Practi 
velopment of photographic e 
replaced the pinhole camera 
photographic images from fa 
used, and a stereoscope was 

mane ntly reproduce an image 
applications quickly emerge 

ic applications were not w 
the principles involved 

i•a•ions awa ca] f•eld app: 
quipment. In the 1800's o 

fixing solution was foun 
ding, •ght sensitive nega 
made.<•; With the capabi 
photographically, photogr 

d, both on land and in the 

idely used until 
were understood 
ited the de- 
ptical prisms 
d to keep 
ti yes were 
lity to per- 
am•etric field 
ai 

The field 
divisions ae 
The most commo 
rionally has b 
ever, •he appl 
from macroscop 
terrestrial ph 
need for micro 
grammetry applies tc objects up to 300 meters (984 ft.) 
camera stat-.'on while terrestrial pho•ogrammetry handles 
greater than 300 meters (984 ft.). • 

of photogramme.•ry is still broken down into two broad 
rial photogrammetry and terrestrial photogrammetry. 
nly recognized modern use of photogram•netry tradi- 
een topograp'-.ic mapping. .'_n the past few decades, •.•ow- 
ication of photogram•.•e.•ric techniques has ranged widely 
ic to microscopic measurements. A division within the 
otogrammetry category has developed to accommodate the 
scopic measurements. Close-range terrestrial photo- 

from the 
distances 



Close-range 
• • ghiy •odav s h • 

•esearch projects ha 
close-range terrestr 
m.easur±ng such thing 
mines and craniofac± 
in genera!, there ar 

app !ications archi 
gram•etry. 6 Archi 
mhe beginning of the 

restria photograPh.arty is widely applicable 
chnical world. Within the last decade many 
ve be=n don= showing •he leas "• "+ 

•_• •y Or_ •S •P•G 
ial photozmamme<mic techniques in "micmo" 

as widely vaPied as Pock defoPmarions in 
mapp:n g or Dones• •eeth, and soft t ssue. 

thmee bPoad caregoPizations of close-sanse 
•{omedica•, and •ndustr •a• p:.horo- 

tectura• photo gramme tmy can be •.aced back *o 
discipline; the others are new developments. 

Close-range 
used to study arch•t=ctura] 
mid-nineteenth century. Amo 

= the •ct O•_ is a French p.ro• 
• 
•cades of historic churches 

photogram•etry. (4) Within t 
architectural monuments have 

terrestrial photogrammetry has been s 
monuments throughout Europ 
ng th =ur .e numePous modePn 
970's in which the extmeme 
weme closely examined 

he past few decades docume 
been made • ni d S .n the U te 

1977 the Nat{ona• Park <ervice Of•ic 
= o # • •-.rcheo_ogy an .<-Preservatign•)pr°duced a guide to photogram•netric recor 

•esources Several examples of photogram•etrica!!y 
architectural sites are illustrated in that publicatio 

atisfactcri!y 
e from the 
onean studies 
ly de tailed 
ough stereo- 
ntations of 
tates. In 
d Historic 
dinz of 
recorded 

The use of close-range photogrammetric procedures for archi- 
tectural surveys, then, is widely recognized. The 19 80 edition of 

= Photogrammetry the American Society of Photogrammetry's .Manuai o• 
states" "More recently, the field of architec•%•a'l•-app!i•at•_0n 
of photogrammetry has undergone considerable expansion both in 
scope and diversity." Types of architectural surveys possible 
using these techniques are listed as 

I) rapid and relatively simple, 
2) accurate and complete, and 

(6) 3) very accurate. 

The rapid and 
information for his 
Accurate and comple 
detailed than the f 
necessary to docume 

relatively simple surveys provid 
torical inventories and other pr 
te surveys provide information t 
irst type. This type of informa 
nt intricate details and areas o 

on historical structures. Very accurate surveys re 
in the order of 0.! mm (3.9 x 

10-3 in.) to I m•n (3. 
0nly very close investigation of surfaces or moveme 
such detailed study. 

==icient 
e!iminary studies. 
hat is much more 
tion would be 
= deterioration 
quire accuracy 
9 x 

I0-2 in.). 
nt wou• •d wa•ant._ 



Producing Photogranhs of the S•t•s 

The ohotograph•c wo •, for non-tonogranhi• arc ,•tectura• or 
struc•u•a photo•rammetry p,-oject• can be done w•th ei •.er metric 
or non-metric cameras, the difference being that metric cameras 

=• • photo ic are designed spec•._-icaily •r use _n grammetry. [etr 
cameras can be either s{ng!e or stereome•.ic. The former is com- 
posed of two main parts, a mount to support the camera and a tilting 
metric chamber_, which are seoarable• _•or ease o• t•ansport• and d•-_ 
signed for easy attachment to a tripod. The stereome•ric camera 
consists of two cameras separated by a bar and attached t_o a tripod 

•e camera available •or th•s project was a Zeiss 
Jenoptik •'"•" /• •,•\ ]0 •3_] 8, a single met•{•_c =ype. The focal •eng• th o• 
,-_his camera is 99 m•,... (3.90 in.) and the film used is 13 cm. (5.1 "n.) 
x !8 cm. (?.! in.) x !.5 mm (0.06 in.) glass plates, type B Kodak 
tr'-x panchromatic plate. Glass plates are used to avoid the image 
distortion, ,through temperature changes and shrinkage associated 
with film. 

Three types of photographs are used in photogrammetric studies, 
•s- de,_=ined by the_ camera and object orientation. When the optical_ 
axis, or camera axis, is vertical, the photographs are vertical, and 
when the optical axis is horizontal, the .photographs are horizontal. 
•en the optical axis deviates from being either horizontal or verti- 
cal, the photographs are oblique; they can be low oblique (small 
angle) or high oblique (large angle) photographs. 

All three types of photographs were made in this study. Ver- 
t'ca! photographs taken from a cherry picker were used for plan 
views and horizontal photographs on the ground were used for eleva- 
tion views. The several oblique photographs taken while documenting 
elevations would require restitution using special universal or 
analytical stereoplotters to make accurate representations of the 
objects photographed. ,_Tg.•e restitution process was outside the 
current equipment capabilities of the department. A l•mited number 
of oblique photographs were taken in the event that such equipment 
might subsequently become available. All vertical and horizontal 
photographs, however, were easily handled on available equipment. 

Ster.eoplotting the Sites 

The de • at •.ne ion of •e objec+s •rom these horizontal and vermin 
cal photographs is executed from a mechanically reproduced, three- 
dimensional image of the object. In order to create a three-dimen- 
sional model of the object to be studied a pair of photographs, or 
a stereopair, of the object is taken. When these two photographs 

I0 



.-:re aligned "n the stereop!ottin• reach'he "n a way that repmcduces 
the •.e•ationshlp of •he camera f• • ,d stations precisely, the ob- 
Ject can be viewed •n thr•e dimensions and an accurate reproduction 
•an• be made. To al•n •he nhoto•rpahs• 

• 

correctly .•t •s necessary 
know where the optical axis for each photograph was located at :he 

•ica• is •hr gh • •_ime o• photography.. The o•_ ax .•asses ou •_•e center 
•e en= and is perpendicular •o •b.e image p•ane. This po•n 
{nre•sec'ion between <he op'ica! axis and the image plane is •he 
pro'no{pal_ po{ne_ i • is no • aulomaeica!ly_ obvious on the nega<•ve_ 
om film positive. Fo• this reason fou• fidueia! ma•ks a•e photo- 
gmaph'ca!!y •eco•ded on the image at the momen< of exposume, and 
<he p•incipal point is <he intemsection of these four mamks when 
o•osi<e ma•ks a•e connec%ed. 

When film positives, or dispositives, of the object are used, 
as was •he case with the system ava • __.able :or this project, the 
principal points are located and centered on the plate holders, 
the focal length of the camera is reproduced in the instrument, 
and the space coordinates of the ÷wo camera stations are reproduced 
on the : .nstrument. 

For this project the plotting of the objects was done on a 
Galileo 0fficine Stereosimplex G5 stereoplotting instrument. A 
"freehand" p!animetric co'mpi!ation from the model was executed by 
means of a linear pantograph operated by the stereoplotter while 
examining the mode• through •he binocu •ar vmewer. The penc{l on 
the pantograph is automatically depressed and moved by controls on 
the main body of the instrument. Various scales of drawing which 
magnify the photograph scale are possib ._e by manipulation of the 
pantograph triangulation. 

When viewed through the binocular •/ewer of the stereoplotting 
:nstrument a three-dimensional image of the object is observed. 
W•h•n the field of vision of each eyepiece s a black dot. When 
:he controls are manipulated to fuse these two dots, both dots 
mark precisely the same point on the respective photographs and 
the dot that results appears to float as it is moved over the 
surface plane, it is the movement of th's floating mark over the 
object plane that is recorded on the plotted drawing. The point 
o= the pantograph and the floating mark correspond to the same point on the object model. In the same way spatial coordinates 
on surfaces of the model can be ieterm'ned by manipulations of 
the mark. 

Just as binocular vision allows depth in the field of vision 
when compared with monocular vision, stereophotographing an object 
a•lows three d •mensional•ty •n the image reproduction. This is 



accompl'shed by fusing two separate but overlapping perspective 
images into one three-dimensional representation of •he object. 
Thus, to reproduce a three-dimensional image of •he• object photo- 
.zraphed 

• 
is necessary to overlap photographic coverage 

•b•ect .% model o = the object, or nortion, of •he ob •ect, is then 
cmeated •n the s.•ereop o+ter usmng the two overlapping photographs. 
Generally, there 

• • • 
overlap of +he ar•as on sequentia photo- 

•aphs 

This requirement for overlapping photographic coverage de- 
termines the number of photographs necessary at each site. 

 • 
,,• • 

DOCUMENTAmTON_ DRAWINGS. 

As stated previously, the techniques used for this study were 
confined to those wh'ch could be accomplished using equipment and 
expertise available within the Virginia Department of Highways and 
Transportation. 

The reduced drawings which follow show the variety of struc- 
ture types and site conditions chosen •or the study. Informa*mon 
sheets discussing the peculiarities of photographing each site are 
contained in the Appendix. The drawings are of the planimetric 
rather than the topographic type Because the type of photogram- 
metric projects was quite different from that required for topo 

• he resourcefulness of the s*ereop!otting tech- graphic mapping, 
nicians was important. It was necessary for the research personnel 
to work closely with the stereop!otting technicians to communicate 
what the drawing should illustrate and how they should delineate 
certain portions of a few structures. The preparation and •lotting 
time for these drawings was affected considerably by the unfamil- 
iarity of the technicians with close-range mapping techniques. 

It was decided to document the existing condition of the 
structures involved in this study to test (I) rhe resulting docu- 
mentation of mater'a deterioration and structura • condition and 
(2) the limits of the accuracy of the photogrammetric method, in 
the event that "as-bui •'',_,• drawings of a structure were •ref•rred• 
rather than "present condition" drawings, the documentation drawing• 
produced to show existing cond•ion_• could_ be a•tered_ •t_ would be 
an easy task to remove documented knicks and bends and replace 
missing material on the accurately dimensioned photogrammetric draw- 
ing. 

The drawings included in this section of the report illustrate 
various stages in the compilation of the documentation drawings. 
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The structure documentation first emerges in roughest form from 
•e stereopiotter's de•.•neation of •he three-dimensional •hoto- 
graphic model. Several drawings illustrate this initial stage. 
The very light pencil lines made by the stereop•ot•ng_ instrument 
are def" ned next by the simpie applicat'on of an ink outline. 
Some drawings need to have surfaces clearly delineated with a 
•• •lus•rate th•s •n- •_a ghtedge at this point. Severa •. draw •ngs 

_•_ 

termediate stage. Finally, the s•ereopiotted drawing goes to the 
draftsman for refinement. Several drawings illustrate this final 
stage.. A case-by-case evaluation of these drawings wil• show ad- 
vantages and disadvantages of this system. 

Bremo Stone Marker 

The stone road marker on the Bremo estate marks an early Vir- 
ginia road. It is located in F!uvanna County at the fork of a dirt 
road and is practically hidden by trees and shrubs. It is one of a 
small number of early road markers remaining in Virginia. 

The nearly 4-foot tall marker is chipped, pockmarked, and 
weathered, which gives its surface the very rough appearance cap- 
tured by the stereoplotted drawing (see Figure I). All lines 
follow the precise contours of the marker. Planar surface changes 
are shown where the large chips appear. The lettering lines show 
exactly what is carved in the stone and t•he ground line literally 
follows the ground. 

This drawing is an example of a literal representat'on of an 
object and illustrates the initial stereop!otted drawing of an 
"rregular!y shaped object. From this bare minimum delineation of 
the marker, the drawing would next go to a draftsman for a refine- 
ment of the rendering. 

The photographic field work was straightforward, with only 
minor clearing of the site being necessary. Two photographs were 
exposed, making it necessary to use only one stereoscopic model 
to plot this site. 

White Post 

This wooden road marke• was bu•t in • •i to •eplace the orig 
"hal, which was erected in 1751. It is in remarkably good condit'on 
and is located at the intersection of two secondary roads, on the 
road proper, in Clarke County. 

13 



Figure I. An early stage •hotogrammetric documentation 
drawing of the Bremo Stone road marker. 
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_•b•.e outl'ne of this object was rectii'near and very regular, 
Th and it was p!orred wi•h the aiS of dra•='ing t_r•ang•es is 

drawing :s another example of a first stage photogra•etric docu- 
menta'ion• drawing (se= ••_..•= •) "•, has come d•r=c "•y =rom "• 

s •.eop•otter w •hou• •mn.ement a dry= •.sman 

The pho,_ographic fie•a work was strai•t:orward, w th no c•earing_ of "he._ s •+=.•_ required. ••onditions were_ perfect an 

• 
aid work was completed in 20 minutes. 

Magoory C.bl_vert 
The sma• masonry culvert shown in .•gure .• is located about 

a mile west of the Crozet railroad tunnel in Augusta County, under 
the same railroad bed. It is a carefully constructed, highly de- 
tailed structure for a simple culvert, with rusticated masonry, a carefully defined arch, carved keystone, and curving coping stones. 

The site is easily accessible from a major h•ghway. It was 
overgrown with vines and needed considerable cleanup work, but the 
photographic work was straightforward and was completed in 1½ hours. 

•-h four photo air= conditions required coverage oe the structure w_• 
graphs and two models. This was necessary, despite the small scale 
of the structure, because the area immediately behind the camera 
station line was thick with trees and the work was done at a closer 
than optimal range. 

Figure 3 illustrates a drawing barely beyond the initial stage 
of stereoplotting. A few edges (for example, the keystone, the 
l=dge a•t the spring point of the arch, and "• •e coping stones) have 
been defined with a straightedge. The drawing would next be Sent 
to a draftsman for refinement. 

The unfamiliarity of the stereoplotting technicians with 
pianimetric representational drawings is well characterized by this 
example. A quick examination of the coping stones shows the con- •using representation_ of missing areas of stone and odd •ook•ng 
•oint •oin• lines on the upper •_ines in the horizontal stones. The 

• _•ace appear vertical because these lines recede in space dir=ct •,_ •.y 
behind the joint lines on the front face. When the floating mark 
of •.he stereoplotting instrument follows the surface of these joints 
it moves straight back and the linear representation of that reced- 
ing movement is a straight vertical line. These problems are not 
serious, however, as they could be rectified by the draftsman in the 
refinement of the drawing. 

This structure was chosen for detailed comparative analysis and 
will be discussed in greater depth in the next section. 
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Figure 2. An early stage photogrammetric documentation 
drawing of the White Post road marker. 
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R.i•vaq.na Rive r •[avigaticn__ Lock.. 
This struc,.ure was uncovered at the si•e of a br{dge replace- 

ment project, it is a nineteenth century stone masonry naviga- 
tion lock on the Rivanna River "n F!uvanna County. 

The aerial v'ew of •he =xtant• portion of the lock was pho+o 
-,_ graphed rrom- the exis•{ng_ bridge when the water leve•_ was low and 

most of the existing structure was exposed. The remaining parts 
of the timber gate ar=• shown, as we ll• as the exac*• =ocat{ _on o•- all 
stones. This capability to prec'se!y locate irregularly shaped 
objects without the use of field measurement and surveying tech- 
niques is a most useful app!'ca•:ion of close-range terrestrial 
photogramm,.erry, par•icu!ar!y for The documentation of archaeological 
sites. 

The Rivanna River .ock drawing illustrates the in{tmal s•age 
of photogrammetric documentation wherein all parts of the structure 
have been delineated. (see. F•gure_ '-)• The drawing_ would be given +o,_ 
a draftsman for definition of edges and refinement of the drawing. 

Lut.en Concrg• e Arch Brid,ge 
This simple, one-span concrete bridge located in Frederick 

County, is of a type designed by Daniel Luten, and is typical of a 
number of small span highway bridges built throughout the United 
States in the early years of the twentieth century. 

The structure is clear!y de!ineated. Prcjecting surfaces are 
obvious from the perspective of the model view and the relationship 
of angled wing walls to the bridge structure is clear. 

The Luten arch bridge draw'ng is an example of a well developed 
intermediate phase drawing (see Figure 5). Surfaces have been very 
clearly delineated in the application of ink outlines. Differenti- 
ation of planes and surfaces by varying line weights would be exe- 
cuted by the draftsman in the final refinement stage. 

Pra.tt Tr_u_s_S Bridge 

This br{dge was •u .t {n !88• and {s one o• ,_he oldest metal 
truss bridges in Virginia and "s i'sted on the •;,•ational Register of 
H•_storic" Places. •t_, is located in Nelson Coun*y_ over the Southern 
Railroad, Metal truss bridges are compr'sed of steel or iron com- 
ponents riveted together to make individual members, which are often 
connected at the pane•_ joints by nuts and bolts. Because of th •s 
intricate configuration the advantages of photogrammetric documenta- 
tion of structures can be s=en• clearly_ in metal truss br•d_ ge examples_ 
in this drawing the location of all rivets and the configuration of 
all joints is delineated precisely. 
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•he =•a•,. *•uss brmdge drawing ms an •xamp •.•e or an early 
final stage drawing (see Figure 6). All truss members have been 
•eimne ed and •he process or edge deZinitmon has been started. 
Additional defi "t'on by varying line weights would next be 
added by the draftsman. 

Thacher_ Truss Bridge 

This bridge, built in 1898, is the only Thacher truss in Vir- 
o•inia and .'s iis*ed on the National Register of •istoric Piac=s• 
it is located in Rockingham County over the Linvii!e Creek. 

eevera• v•ews o• th s bridge were pho+ographed a side e_.eva- 
•ion, an emevation o.. the portal end, and a close-up detail o• the 
L-3 joint connection. (This joint designation uses the convent•'onal 
engineering system of numbering where U upper chord connections, 
L lower chord connections, and the sequence begins with I at the 
left side.) Each is presented at a different scale, showing the 
amount of structural detail possible by varying parameters n ,_he 
field end in the lab. The decision as to how much detail is neces- 
sary depends on the requirements of the documentation. The ad- 
vantages of a photogrammetric documentation of historic structures 
are highlighted after close examination of these three views. All 
cables, rivets, pins and other components are precisely located on 
the structure. Locating all these by hand would take far more time, 
ingenuity, and agility than was required for the photogrammetric 
field .work on this bridge. 

This site required clearing foliage in order to expose end 
posts and bearings; it also required maneuvering around barbed wire 
fences and through a shallow stream to set up the camera stations. 
All of these are typical problems encountered when documenting 
historic transportation structures. 

The Thacher truss drawings represent different stages in the 
photogrammetric documentation process (see F•gures 7, 8, and 9). 
The elevations of the side and portal have been defined with a straightedge and outlined with ink. A further refinement of these 
two views by a draftsman would be required. The joint detail draw- 
ing is a final stage documentation drawing which has been refined 
by a draftsman. The level of detail illustrated on this view 
(threads•. a • v's •.b •_e on •ol*s.• would •e• espec •.ally he.•pfu• .n" the 
rehabil tation analys{s of a •ridge or the reconstruc'ion o: t•ans 
portarion structures. 
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Figure 8. An intermediate stage photogrammetric documentat'on 
drawing of the portal view for the Thacher truss in 
Figure 7. 
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Bedstead Pon• Truss •ridge 
The Augusta County bedstead pony truss bridge is one of the 

•ew rema.•ning true bedstead truss br•_dges in V•.rginia. The date 
of its erection is undocumen.-_ed since the bridge date plate is missing, but the manufacturer is identified as the Champion Bridge Company of Wilmington, Ohio. 

•o'nt detail v•ew Two elevation views and a very close-range 
• of L-I were photographed. (•%:is joint designation L-I uses the 

conventional engineering system of numbering where U upper chord connections, L = lower chord connections, and the sequence begins 
wi=h ! at the left side.) As with the Thacher truss bridge docu- mentat•on,_ each view was present•d• at a differen •,_ sca!e, showing 
the potential for illustration of detail by this method. All 
components of th•s bridge are accurately represented as they appear; i.e., the rivets, turn buckles, bolts are exactly located. An at- 
tempt has been. made on the portal v•ew elevation drawing to illus- 
•.ate the precise location of corroded areas. The photograma'rtetric 
r•ethod cf documentation has t•e advantage of aot only p±npo±nt±ng 
these areas and details but of storing this "nformation for future 
reference. A detail which might seem irrelevant at the time of 
•ie•d inspection may be overlooked on first •nspectzon. With photographic plates storing all views of the structure, necessary deta±la can be recovered by a at:ereoscc•±c ±nspec•±on ±n the off±ce. 

The bedstead truss documentation drawings illustrate inter- 
mediate stages of the photogrammetric documentation process (see Figures I0, Ii, and 12). The elevation of the entire structure 
represents a slightly more refined stage, where the.structure has 
been delineated in ink and further defined with a straightedge, 
and some line weight v&riation has begun. The portal elevation and 
the joint detail views are examples of drawings which have been 
delineated by a straightedge and ink, with no accentuation treat- 
ment by a draftsman, as was done in Figure 9. 

The bedstead truss bridge was chosen for the comparative 
analysis and will be discussed in greater deta•l in the next sec- tion. 

Hg,dges,,FerFY B_ascu•.e B._ridge 

The Hodges Ferry bridge.- is located in mortsmouth• _.• is 
comprised of beam spans and one bascule span which is one of the 
few remaining movable spans in Virginia. It is also the only 
Scherzer rolling lift highway bridge known to remain in the state. 
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Th• Scherze•. roi! g •_•m•_ 
• 
portion o • th• Hodges =•rry• bri•,•g• 

was chosen for the photogr•mme •=_c st•udy. Two views of the bascule 
are • I • 

• 
•ustrated {n this section. Figur= I • •s an =l=va'ion o• the 

•n "4 •.oa• Pes,_ .n r v •_re l ft span photographed from. a • =+ * *he er. 
Figure i• is a close-range view of the moving portion, which con- 
s's+s._ of a c{__•cu•_ar, segmental., built-up girder, a counterweight, 
"•ack gears and chain it was photographed from the bridge deck 

Both drawings illustrate the second stage of photogrammetric 
documentation drawing, where edges have been outlined and clearly 
defined with straightedges. The drawings would be given to a drafts- 
man for further refinement as the last stage in the documentation of 
•h's portion of the bridge. 

Site conditions are hazardous for this bridge, which is located 
in a congested suburban area. •e dangers are twofold- vehicular 
traffic is heavy and areas of this section of the bridge are diffi- 
cult to reach. The photographic field work was completed within 1/2 
hour 
.... 

Hand measurements of a • the intr{cate details of "•'•ms mech- 
anism wou•d be ._ar more precarious and time-consuming and probably 
impossible. Consider what would be involved in order to obtain hand 
measurements information to produce a dimensionally correct drawing 
like Figure 14. 

The Hodges Ferry bridge rocker arm portion (Figure 14) was 
chosen for comparative analysis and will be examined in greater de- 
tail in the following section. 

Lake Cohoon Brid•e 

The Lake Cohoon bridge, located in Nansemond County, is a nine- 
teenth century wooden deck bridge on brick abutments and wing walls. 
it was not originally included in the structures to be studied in 
this project. It reemerged from the middle of Lake Cohoon in the 
summer of 1980 during the severe drought of that year after having 
been submerged since construction of the adjacent dam in 1915. 

The unusual circumstances of recording this site highlight 
some advantages of the photogrammetric documentation method. The 
exposure of this site was time-dependent since a change in weather 
conditions would submerge the bridge again in Lake Cohoon. With 
only a few hours of field work all the data necessary to record 
the structure were obtained. The small structure took longer to 
document than was expected because site conditions were unstable. 
The lake bed was composed of silty mud and was extremely difficult 
to maneuver in and the weather was unpredictably rainy. 
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The photogramane•ric documentation draw:ng "s "iiustrated 
p•esents an erme• a • ,._ 

a•e•_ric 
dccumenta• n d•awing and would be sent •o a draftsman or 
further ref'nement. The condition of the wooden beams and planks 
"s precisely documented, inspection of Figure !•. shows areas of 
de=erioration in •he wood and the br'cks. 

Lee_ • ri•g•e 
•he Robert Lee Bridge {s located n Rmchmond -• 

concrete arch structure, built in. "934, which spans the James River, 
"• two streets, er• are •6 open snandr•! •,•o •a•roads, and a cana• Th 

d •;n•orc•d concrete arches whos• •otal •engt• is oub•e ribbed, 
......... 

•' the 3,20 ° f•et (978 m), •nd a ser es of concrete •,e•ms on ac.•roach 
ends of •he bridge mhe entire Lee •dge •s • •0 feet (] 131 m) 

The James River consists of two channels separated by Belle 
isle at this site. The length of Lee bridge and the conditions of 
th's site made it one of the most difficult si+es to document • demob, of the James River prohibited the use of waders and forced mani•u!ation in a boat. Portions of the bridge were obscured by 
very large trees and buildings, particularly on Bell isle. Because 
of the experimental nature of this report it was decided to document 
nine of the arches .in two parts. A portion of the four-arch section 
of Lee b•dge north of •ell Isle is reproduced here as Fagure 
which is a well developed intermediate stage photogrammetric documen- 
tat'on drawing. All edges are clearly defined and the bridge's pro- file is well represented. The pierced parapet wall made this draw- 2ng a •edious and time-consuming subject for the stereoplotting tech- 
nician. The end result, at this stage, is satisfyin• in quality and 
economy of time as hand measurement of this long span bridge would 
have been far more time-consuming. This drawing would be further re- fined by a draftsman to complete the final stage documentation drawing. 

Hopewei! Mill 

The remains of this mill, located east of Hopewe!i, are docu- 
mented in Figure 17. This early stage documentation drawing shows 
the brick and concrete foundation wal .s and a few remaining wooden 
parts of the mill. Archaeological research showed that This mill 
was originally built in the seventeenth century, damaged and rebuilt during the Civil War years, and in continual use until the early 
twentieth century. 
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Although this is a very early stage drawing, with iiztie re- 
"• •he mill. ,:inement• mamks ,•:he pmecise iocat•'on or the memains o: 

Viewed f•om a chemry pickem• the documentation of this amcheoiozica! 
•re w th scattemed •ema{ns and uneven ,_erda n was completed •n the 
field in a few bourns. •ield rime was extended by the need to manip- 
ulat=• the cherry picker around =_re { e_ectr• "ca •. w•res." "•.•:•:•s • docu- 
me..•a,_.on draw{ng would be given to a dra:_ •sman r a c•ear=r deei- 
n't'on of edges and refinement. 

Humpba_ck Covered Bridge 

The H•mpback covered bridge near Covington is cne of the few 
rema{ning covered wooden •russ bridges in Virginia and purportedly 

!y pb !y •.n• of on. two "Hum acks" _..• the Uni*=d•_• S•at•s,• it was •he. on 
wood structure chosen for this study. 

The documentation of the Humpback Bridge focuses on the three 
views which were photographed and drawn- an. elevation of the portal 
end, an elevation of the en•{re•_ structur•, and a close-range detail 
of the interior.. Each view is shown in sequence, with the photo- 
grammetric delineation following the traditional one. Figures 18 
and 19 illustrate the portal end elevation, and Figure 20 shows the 
stereopair related to Figure 19. Figures 21-24 illustmate the 
structure elevation and interior detail. 

The site conditions were typical of the bridges studied for 
this project. Several trees obstructed the view of the entire struc- 
ture and it was necessary to cut away foliage which covered portions 
of the bridge. One camera stat'on required maneuvering in a shallow 
stream to set up the equipment. Weather conditions were good and 
the photographic work was straightforward. The interior view was experimental, no additional lighting was introduced and the interior 
was quite dark. The interior photographs were exposed £or 5 seconds 
and the resulting model produced a very good representation of the 
structural components of the wooden truss. 

• 
•he documentation drawings o• th{s bridge are very success•_u• 

in illustrating the advantages of the photogrammetric documentation 
of historic structures. First, they illustrate the extensive cover- 
age possible in one day of field work. Second, they illustrate the- 
detail which can be accurately shown without precarious and time- 
consuming field measurements. Third, they document the existing 
condition of the structure and show all areas of deterioration. Thi•> 
last observation is on!v necessary in an accurate and complete survey 
or for rehabilitation or restoration purposes. It does, however, 
show the capacity for study and documentation of details by close- 
range terrestrial photogrammetry. 
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F• gure !8. The HAER documentation drawing o = the Humpback 
Covered Bridge, portal view, executed by the 
traditional technique using hand measurements. 
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Figure The documentation drawing of the 
Bridge, portal view, executed by 
technique. This is a late stage 
documentation drawing. 

Humpback Covered 
the photogrammetric 
pho t o gramme tr i c 
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"" = the b •{dg= a•so "!•ustrare dmffe•_nr s•ages •:•e thr• •,iews o._ •= :n the nroc=ss oz •ei • •ing phctcgram•e•.•ic documentation drawings. 
Both %he portal and side elevations are in the beginning of the re- 

...... 
einement stage Sureac•s and edges ar very c•=ar •-y dezined- by the 
use of ink and s•aightedge, wher• a•nronria•e • mor• •ef•ned 
rendition of •hese two views would require greater definition of 
surfaces and a clearer distinction in line weight qual'ties. The 
interior view of :he truss structure is just barely beyond the 
initial stage in the documenta+ion process. !t is a literal repre- sentation of the object as seen in the three-d{mensional model 
viewed in the stereoplotter. The light pencil lines of the d•awin• 
have been outlined and a few edges of members have been clarified 
w{th_ the use of a straightedge. A •-_ •oug=s_ and •ough_ edges _{n the 
weod are apparent. 

The Humpback Covered Bridge was chosen for comparative analysis 
and 
.... 

{• will be discussed •n greate• deta • 
,_ 

_n{ the following sect'mon. 

Crozet's B!ue_iRidge_.Railroad Tunnel 

This railroad tunnel in Augusta County was constructed between 
!850 and 1858 for the B!ue Ridge Railroad Company, under the direc- 
tion of Chief Engineer Claud Crozet. It is a narrow, single-track 
tunnen now superseded and accessible only by foot 

This drawing shows the west face of the tunnel. (See Figure 25 
in the following section.) On the interior it is lined with brick. 
The exterior face consists of cut stone with the arch accentuated 
by bevelled, protruding voussoirs, some of which are showing signs 
of deterioration and destruction. The tunnel has been subjected 
to both weathering and vandalism. 

• .e field work time for this site was •engthened by the in- 
accessibility of the site and the need to clear obstructing growth. 
Several hours were spent pulling honeysuckle vines and weeds so the 
outline of the structure could be delineated. It was then necessary 
to carry all equipment to the site by hand. The actual setup and 
photography time was !½ hours. The s'te configuration required the 
use of three photographs, a two-model coverage of the tunnel, de- 
spite the narrowness of the structure. This was done to expose the- 
surface of the tunnel face, which abutted the rough rock wall. Since 
the approach rock wall protrudes "n front of the intersect{on of 

•t was desirabi= •o •ave •he w•dest coverage tunnel face and rock, 
possible. 

The drawing of the tunnel illustrates the intermediate stage 
of photogram•netric drawing. Surfaces have been outlined from the 
three-dimensional model in the stereoplotter and then some edges 
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have been del'neated and accentuated with ink and s•raightedge. 
•.. 

attempt has been made on th•s drawing •o show major cracks 
and chipped and miss•ng stones. All surfaces, including rock 
edges and ground lines, are literal. 

This drawing would nex• go to a draftsman for rendering which 
= •he tunnel =ine •he various •!anes and •dg•s wou •d more c_early de: 

face. 

The Crozet runne was chosen for the comparative analysis and 
•ail •n the next section. 

w •! be d•scussed •n grea*er de._ 
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COMPARA•VE AI•iD D iMENSi0HAL ANALYSIS 

The •esuits• o • •he photogran•metric documenta •'• 
used .•n •h•s. study wer• analyzed fr•m•, two pe•spect'• 
a comparison was made between documentation drawing 
by the photogrammetric method and the traditional h 
method. Then, an analysis was made of the dimenslo 
of the photogrammetric results. In this dimensiona 
comparisons were made between photogrammetric and h 
ments, both in the photographic plane o = the object 

on technique 
yes First 
s produced 
and measured 
hal accuracy 
i analysis 
and measure- 
and perpendicular 

to that plane. A few photogram•netric models were studied in this 
manner to determine what types of dimensional information could be 
obta'ned from the st.ereoscopic models of these sites. The re- 
su!=s of +hese deta • ly are _=ed na sos presented in the fo•lowi•g 
two sections. 

C omp ar at.i v_e ::An.a!_y s is 

in the previous section examples of documentation drawings 
were illustrated. These examples showed the progression of atages 
in the production of photogrammetric documentation drawings. 

Two sites were chosen for a comparative analysis of photo- 
gram•netrically and traditionally produced draw'rigs. The traditional 
drawings were produced by Historic American Engineering Record (HAER). 
These sites are the Humpback covered bridge and Crozet's Blue Ridge 
Railroad tunnel. Three views of the Humpback covered bridge (side 
elevation, portal elevation, interior structure) and one view of 
Crozet's Blue Ridge Railroad tunnel (elevation) were compared. 

Th_e HumP.ba.ck. Covered Bridge" Portal/West Elevation 

The most striking difference in the two drawings of this view 
is that the trad{ ,_ionally drawn view (Figure 18) por•.ays e struc- 
ture as it was built, newly completed and in perfect condition, 
while the photogrammetrically drawn view (Figure 19) documents the 
structure in its present condition, which is verified by the photo- 
graph (Figure 20). The present condition includes missing shingles 
and moldmng, •_arge deteriorated areas of wood, and termite damage i-n 
the lower left corner. The detailed documentation possible on a drawing of this scale (I" [25 mm] !' [300 mm]), with photographs 
taken from a distance of approximately 25 feet (7.6 m), is illus- 
trated particularly well. by the termite damaged area of the left 
end post and the nai!head positions shown over the entire structure. 
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This type o: drawing probably would be considered too literal 
•AER, a represen,_a•ion o• the s•ruc+ure by 
•. an organization whose 

responsibility is to document important ;-'m.erican engineering and 
industr'a! sites. This agency uses. traditional• produced drawings. 
• •98 • HAER -•i•d instmuc,_ion Manual :•.e danuary • states" 

...draw'rigs are •enerally considered to show the 
"as is" condition of a structure when it is drawn. 
•onsequent]y, any portion oe a drawing that f•lls 
in missing parts of a •tructur•, or which partially 
reconstructs or restores a structure to anything 
other than its present condition, should be clearly 
noted, and the source or basis of such a construc- 
tion should be c•t•d as a footnote •rinted directly 
on the drawing. 

These instructions are qualified later in the Ma.n.ual_ with com- 

ments on several drawings" 

Precisely de "heated but too •teral "n record •ng 
the existing state of the structure. It's safe to 
assume the building wasn't built with holes in the 
floor and nothing important to the structure is 
communicated by recording the dilapidation in draw- 
ings (photographs can do that). One of the advan- 
tages of a measured drawing is the ability to "re- 
store" a site to its full integrity using adequate 
evidence and/or com•non sense 

Avoid the "Romantic Ruin" syndrome. Don't be so 
literal in recording a site that you end up drawing 
in broken windows, blown shingles and piles of junk. 
•: 

the mullions remain •n the window sashes, put the 
•lass back in rhem in the drawings, =+c More ex- 
tensive "restorations '• should only be done where 
clear evidence can be cited 

Thus, if highway department mitigation agreements •or impacted 
historically significant transportation sites required documenta- 
t • •on ,on to HAER standards, de!mneation of the structures in ques •_ 
would require some cosmetic restoration or replacement of deter'- 
orated or missing materials on •he draw rig. This would demand •ar 

•a• sman an drawings like th •s Humpback cov- •_ess time from .._he d• •-t th 
ered bridge portal drawing demanded, it would be a simpler task 
to delineate the structure in perfect condition than to show the 
precise location of damage and the exact size of irregularly shaped 
materials, like shingles, as was done in the execution of this draw- 
ing. The capability to produce either literal or non-literal draw- 
ings is certainly available with the photogrammetr•c method. For 
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example, most of the metal truss brid•es and the concrete arch 
brid_•e in this studv were de!'nea•ed as they were built• since 

"• '" ations _n eviou de•er{• _oration was mmnima •=. (See •_,!us•r the pr s 
section. ) 

•he Humpback Covered Br{_dge om•e/=outh g •_evatmon 

The advantages of the traditional hand measured drawing method 
are more c•ear!y_ iilustrat=d_ by "his• comparative_ example. With the 
siding removed on half the bridge the truss structure is exposed on 
•he• traditionally produced draw•_ng (Figur• 0•I). S_•nc• this drawing 
is a compilation from hand measured fie•d notes, the combinatmon o• 
•hese two v•ews into one draw'ng "s only sligh • ,•y more •ime-consuming 
.than would be a single view. On the other hand, a composite view 
like this would require far more work from the photogrammetric method, 
and the photogrammetric drawing shows only the exterior (Figure 22). 
The on. ly way to photograph the truss structure is from the interior 
(see Figure 23). Figure 23 illustrates barely t•o truss panels. 
This small model required two photographs because the camera-to- 
object distance was only !! feet (3.4 m) and the camera coverage was, 
therefore, restricted. Documenting half the structural system would 
necessitate many •etups, both with the camera in the field, and on 
the stereoplotter with stereopair photographic plates. In addition, 
a composite drawing made from models at ,the different scales which 
would result from differing object-to-camera distances would be very 
confusing and difficult to execute. 

The plan view shown on the hand measured sheet would present 
the same problems in the field as documenting the interior structure 
would. The camera-to-object distance (this time to the bottom of 
the bridge from the water, with a vertical view) would be small 
enough to require numerous setups for documenting the humpback cov- 
ered bridge floor plan. 

A•though the elevation of the entire bridge would necessitat= 
far less field work by the photogrammetric method ,<han by the tradi- 
tional method, the nature of th's site would require a combination 
of both methods for the efficient recording of the floor plan and 
half the tmuss structure. 

The Humpback Covered. Bri•gg'_ Interior_ Structural• .Detail.. 
The interior structural detail comparative example shows dis- 

advantages in the photogrammetric method, as did the previous view. 
The portions that are illustrated are very well documented in the 
photogrammetric drawing (Figure 23), but because the deck obscured 
the view below and the camera view prohibited including the roof 



•truc •u•e, the structural deta'i is far more complete "n the hand 
measured drawing (•igure 24). it would be necessary to supplement 
the photogrammetric field work with hand measurements to document 
the portions of the interior structure which could not be covered 
by photogrammetry alone. 

The advantages of structural detail documentation produced 
by the photogrammetr'c method are better realized with analytical 
use than for archival purposes. To correctly analyze a truss the 

area of least cross section must be known. With the bird's-eye 
view available on an executed photogrammetric drawing, the smallest 

cross sections can be quick =y and accurately pinpointed and the 
structural analysis can pro•=ed_• with signi •'•_mcan+ly• .ess• f{e_ !d time 
than traditional hand measurement would require. 

The advantages of the photogrammetric system, however, are 

illustrated again by this example in the quality of the detail 
which can be precisely reproduced on a drawing. This can be seen 

in the nailheads protruding from members and in the gouges shown 
in the wood. The irregularity of the hand-hewn, members also shows 
"n the photogrammetric drawing. 

cr.o.zet ,.s Blue R,,i..dg,e R.ai.lr.oa d T.un,,ne_! 

The west elevation o. th;s mid-nineteenth century railroad 
tunnel is illustrated in Figures 25 and 26, the photogrammetric and 
traditional drawings, respectively. The photogram•netric rendering 
again shows rhe literal condition of the face of the structure. It 
has not been refined by a draftsman and suffers in the comparison if 
viewed without the understanding that it represents an early stage 
drawing in the photogrammetric method. The photogrammetric drawing 
has the distinct advantage of representing the exact curve of the 
arch and locating the masonry courses precisely and not be approxi- 
mation, as is typically done in the traditional hand measured method. 
What is assumed to be a weephoie in the upper right of the tunnel 
face {s not shown in the traditionally produced drawing, F{gure 2• 
neither is it clear if the plaque above the arch is missing, as is 
obvious in Figure 25. The reliability of the photogrammerric draw- 
ing, based upon an objective mechanical documentor, would certainly 
be the last to be questioned, and it would be far easier to refer 
to stored photographic plates than to field notes taken by hand to 
clear up any potential problems. 

The obvious advantage of the hand measured method is the capac- 
{ty to draw plans from field measurements. In the present comparison 
this advantage is not valid. The tunnel is brick line•, several 
layers thick, but the distinction in materials between the stone 
face and the brick lining is not indicated in the plan view. Thus, 
it seems that the photogrammetric rendering of the Crozet tunnel is 
far superior to the conventionally produced drawing. It could, how- 

ever, be refined by a draftsman to show the tunnel's as-built qual- 
ities and the character of the site, as shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 25. The photogrammetric documentation drawing of the 

west portal of Crozet's Blue Ridge Railroad Tunnel. 
This is an early stage photogrammetric documentation 
drawing. 
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Figure 27. One of the photographs taken with the metric 
camera for the documentation of Crozet's Blue 
Ridge Railroad Tunnel. 
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D•mens ionai Ana!ys•s 

The dimensional accuracy of the photogrammetric documentation 
method was examined on a case-by-case •asis. Measurements of •or- 
tions of the structures were compared both in the photographic or 
surface plane of the objects and perpendicular to this plane, in 
the depth of the objects. The photographic plane dimensions were 
scaled directly from the photogrammetric drawings and compared 
with hand measurements taken in the field. The perpendicular plane 
dimensions were read from the photogrammetric models as elevation 
readings and compared with the hand measurements. These perpendicu- 
lar dimensions were studied to check the accuracy of depth measure- 
ments taken from the photogrammetric models. The capacity to accu- 
rately measure depth, in this perpendicular plane, from stereopair 
photographs would allow member thickness, in addition to lengths 
and widths, to be measured from the stereoscopic models rather than 
from hand measurements taken in the field. Four sites were chosen 
for the case-by case study of dimensional accuracy. 

Pho_togr.aphic,, P lan e Dimensions 

The photographic plane dimensional analysis was an examination 
of the dimensional accuracy of the drawings themselves. This seg- 
ment of the study compared measurements in the photographic plane 
of the objects. The sites chosen for analysis of accuracy in the 
photographic plane of the structure are listed below 

I) Bedstead pony truss bridge 
a) side elevation 
b) joint detail 

2) Masonry culvert 

a) elevation 

3) Luten concrete arch bridge 
a) elevation 

The comparative results for these site measurements are found 
in Tables 3 through 6. Hand measurements taken in the field are 
listed in the first column of Tables 3 through 6, scaled measure- 
ments taken from the completed photogrammetric documentation draw- 
ings are listed in the second column, and the differences between 
the two are listed in the last column. The difference in dimensions 
derived by both techniques was also viewed as a percentage of the 
total dimension for each measurement taken. It was necessary to con- 
sider this relative error in measurement since there was a large di- 
mensional differential among these sites. As with the perpendicular 
plane measurements, a I/4-inch (6 m•) error in a 2-inch (•0 ram) meas- 
urement is far more significant than a I/4-inch (6 ram) error in a 
300-inch (7.6-m) measurement. 
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The data from .the photogram•.etric documentat'on drawings 
• •a_ne e • •neer s sca•e. p•ob!em •n- we• ob • d dir c•iy w an eng: •. 

countered •n this dimens{ona• analys.s and not in the fol owing 
.ner•end{cular_ dimens{onal_ analysis was due to "he• d•f =_•erent sca•es• 
at which the drawings were executed. Scaled measuremenzs frcm a 

• 
•0 •cco•oda• the str•t•e o• 

a standard drawing she •+ could be in error due to the th:ckness 
of a drawn line. This factor is probably •he most significant 
cause for error in the following results, which are discussed site 
by site. 

Augu.s.t.a_ County Bedstead Pony Truss, Table 3 

Table 3 shows the compa•a,_ive resu•s •.om hand and sca=ed 
measurements on the side elevation of this truss bridge. The 
initial reaction to the large errors, in contrast to the errors found in the perpendicular dimensions, is that the results show large "naccuracies in the drawings. Some of the hand and scaled 
measurements dif = ._er by as much as 3/• inch (19 mm), as compared 
with the largest error of approximately 1/4 inch (6 mm) in pernendic-_ 
uiar plane dimensional comparisons. •,@•en the •arger difference of 
3/4 inch (19 mJn) is considered as a percentage of the total dimen- sion, and in light of the scale at which tb•e drawing was executed, 
the results are better. 

This elevation was drawn at a scale of I" 3' .(.25 nun- 900 ram) 
At this scale the thickness of a pen line can measure as much as ! 
inch (25 ram). This single factor could certa•n!y account for the larger order of error found "n these dimensional comparisons. 

From an error percentage perspective, the results are also 
• 
avorab•e. •,[•ne of 15 measurements (60%) show errors of less than 2%; 13 of 15 measurements show errors of less than 5%. The 2 meas- 

urements with errors greater than 5% are measurements of very small 
dimensions and could be in error due to the thickness of a pen line. 

The errors in this comparative dimensional analysis would prob- ably be reduced if the bedstead truss elevation drawing was executed 
at a larger scale, as is the detail drawing in the following examp!e• 

Augus_ta Coj:nty Bedstead Pony Truss Joint Detail_, Table 

The order of error in the Augusta County joint detail view is 
less than in the Augusta County bedstead truss side elevation draw- "rig. These results are listed in Table 4, which shows that dif- 
ferences in hand and scaled measurements ranged from no difference 
•o the largest at 1/4 inch (6.35 ram). The only inordinately large 
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•.'f• 
•,.• error, a,•thou mt appears ins gn•_•_can erence •s a 20 °" gh = • (0 0 

inch 61.27 mm]) in the Table 4 list'ng. As discussed in numerous 

examp es measurements of the orde• of this one, • less than 
! "nch (25.4 ram), were not reliably determined by the photogram•netric 
Zechnique w th the equmpment use;, n ,_hms pro3ect. ."n othe• •xamp • 
this error was primarily due to corrosion and paint buildup of up to 
3/8 inch (9.5 m•n). For this site detail drawing, small measurements 
are also unreliable due to reading error from the thickness of the 
line that defines +he• detai •. The scaie at wh'ch the io•n e_ detail 
"s drawn is 2" = !' (50 mm = 300 m•n). At this scale, the thickness 
o• a pen •ine_ can measure as much as 0.15 inch (3.8 ram). •,.us, the 
potential for error in a small dimension is, obvious. 

For measurements of larger dimensions the results are good. 
The portion that• measured i•.5 inches (368 mm) registered as pre- 
cisely 14.5 inches (368 men) in both hand and scaled measurements. 
Sixty-seven percent of the errors in measurement were less than 
1/16 inch (1.6 mm); 92% of the errors in measurement were less 
+•han I/8 inch (3.2 ram). 

The dimensional comparative results from hand and scaled meas- 
urements were favorable in this case, even though the photography 
was poor due to weather conditions. The documentation drawing pro- 
duced by the photogrammetric method, then is as accurate as a hand 
measured documentation drawing, given a reasonable scale drawing 
and a small camera j -,•o-ob ect distance. 

•ab le 5 Masonry Arch Cu!vert• 

The field conditions at the masonry arch culvert were good and 
the photographs produced were excellent. The camera-to-object dis- 
tance was small (19 feet [5.79 m]) and the drawing scale was large 
enough (I" 

= i' [25 m•n = 300 m•n]) for this small structure to show 
good detail. This condition ideally would produce good results 
based on the conclusions drawn in the above example. 

Comparative dimensions in the plane of the arch were very good, 
resulting in less than 1% error. When dimensions on the curv'ng 
wing walls were compared, the results were poor, as expected. The 
walls curve away from the arch and toward the viewer and thus are 
•oreshortened on the drawmng. All hand measurements of *hese ar=as 

are larger than the dimensions of the same foreshortened areas in 
the drawing, as would be expected. 

For dimensions parallel to the plane of the photograph the 
comparative results from hand and scaled measurements at this site 
were very good As with the previous •uss bridge, the photo- 
grammetric drawing of the masonry structure is as accurate as a 
hand measured drawing would be. 
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Table 3 

Hand Measurement Vs. Scaled Dimensional Comparison 
Augusta County Pony Truss (Figure !0) 

Hand •leasurement, 
(feet) 

I. 5.948 
2. 0,932 
• 7 51 
4. 7.52 
5. 7.54 
6. 7.51 
7. 7.54 
8. 0.526 
9. 0.422 

I0. 0.531 
Ii. 0.599 
12, 0,797 
13. 0.500 
14. 4.740 
15.. 15.290 

Scaled Measurement 
(feet) 

5.95 
0.90 
7.50 
7.55 
7.5O 

4 < 

7,475 
0.50 
0.40 
0.550 
0.575 
0.8O 
0.475 
4.725 

15.300 

NOTE. 1 ft. 0.3048 
1 in. 25.4 mm 

Difference 

0.024 
0.384 
0.120 
0.360 
0. 480 
0 • 

0. 780 
0.312 
0.264 
0.528 
0.288 
0.036 
0.300 
0.180 
0.120 

Table 4 

Hand Measurement Vs. Scaled Dimensional Comparison 
Augusta County Pony Truss Detail (Figure 12) 

Hand Measuremen t, 
(in.) 

I. 2.3125 
=. 3,9375 
3. 0.2500 
4. I. 7500 
5. 5. •875 
6. 2.375 
7. 9.500 
8. 6,000 
9. 0.375 

I0. 14.500 
ii. 5.625 
12, 2.167 

S ca Ied Meas ur emen t 

2.3 
3.9 
0.3 
1.7 
5.3 
2.3 
9.45 
6.05 
0.40 

14.5 
5.4 
2,05 

Difference 

0.0125 
0.0375 
O.05OO 
0,0500 
0.1125 
0,0750 
O.O5O 
0.050 
O.025 
0 
0.225 
0.117 

NOTE: i in. 25.4 mm 
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Table 5 

Hand Measurement Vs. Scaled Dimensional Comparison 
Masonry Arch (Figure 3) 

Hand Measurement, 
(feet) 

i. 6.3125 
2. 6.9792 
3. 6.7135 

*4. 2.0625 
*5. 2.5521 

Scaled Measurement Difference 
(feet) (in.) 

6.325 0.15 
7.000 0.2496 
6.725 0.138 
1.925 1.65 
2.075 5.7252 

*foreshortened 

NOTE" i ft. 0.3048 m 

I in. 25.4 mm 

Table 6 

Hand Measurement Vs. Scaled Dimensional Comparison 
Luten Concrete Arch (Figure, 5) 

Hand Measurement, Scaled Measurement 
(feet) (feet) 

Difference 
(in.) 

I. 27.86 27.80 0.72 
2. 3.04 2.98 0.72 
3. 26.25 26.14 1.32 
4. 0.70 0.56 1.68 

NOTE" i ft. 0.3048 m 

I in. 25.4 mm 



Lut•n Concrete •rch •r•dce Tab• 6 

The camera-to-object distance .at this site was significan•!y 
•ar•e•_• 

• 

than the distances in the prev'ous few •xamp •• •eso •• •'eld 
work was done •8. f•et• (• •.8 m f•om_ •he_ b•idg•_ mecause• o • •he. 
small span of the bridge, it was plotted, or •rawn, am a scale of 
•" -- •'• (25 •- 300 m•.). 

.•omparative resul•s for hand and scaled measurements wer• sood, 
except for the measurement of a very small dimension (less than I 
"nch [25.4 mm]). This 3/4 inch (19 r•m) measurement was in error 
by 20%, wh• the other measurements compared at ._es s than 2 °•0 
error. As cited many times in the discussion of dimensional •ccu- 

racy, for measurements of such smell d'mens'ons the error inherent 
"n the system is far too great to give re!'abie results. Errors 
in the field can result from large corrosion and •aint buildup, 
while e•rors• •rom the photogrammetric drawing can result •rom = •he 
scale of the drawing and the thickness of a drawn line. A higher 
accuracy would certainly be expected for small dimensional measure- 
ments, if the range of photography were much closer. 

Pernendicu!ar Plane, or Cross-Sectional, Dimensions 

The sites chosen for analysis of accuracy in the perpendicular 
plane tested the capacity to obtain depth, or thickness, dimensions. 
Ultimately, this technique would be used to measure cross-sectional 
areas of members. The three sites used for this perpendicular plane 
portion of the study are listed below 

!) Bedstead pony truss bridge 
a) side elevation 
b) joint detail 

2. Hodge's Ferr_y bascule bridge 
a) rocker arm detail 

Masonry culvert 

a) elevation 

The comparative results for these site measurements are found 
"n Tables 7 through !0. Photogrammetric data are listed "n the 
second column of the tables as machine elevation readings. Hand 
measurements are listed in the third col.umn, and the differences 
between the two are listed in the last column as fractions of inches. 
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The phorogrammetric data were obtained in the lab with the 
pho*ogrammetr•c ste•opair models of the s:" ,.es .ocated •n the 
st=reop•otting machine •e me•od used was an adaptat •_on o•= 
the_ techniques, used by the •,'ocation and Des{•_•n Divis'on• for the 
nroduc'{on of ÷opographic map= S{mpiis'{cal!y .•escr bed, 
technique records height d'fferences among discrete points with 
respect to a referenced low point or zero e!e•ation. 

After the documentation drawings were completed the designated 
s•ereonair photo• = o•aphs use • ,_or that process were reoriented in the 
s:ereopiotting machine. •,,o addmtional field work was necessary •or 
this phase of the study. Thickness dimensions were deriv.ed from 
tine s•.ereoscop c model of the structure established by the stereo- 
pa'r photographs in the stereoplotting machine. The thickness of 
carefu" nt :•y speci ed compone s or the chosen structure were deter 
mined from relative elevation readings between the high (or front) 
and low (or back) surfaces of each designated component. These 
precisely located points were then measured by hand on the struc- 
tures and t•e results were compared. 

Problems were encountered in obtaining both photogrammetric 
and field measurements. Since the photogrammetric method is a photographic process, ,the quality of photography was very important 
for this detailed analysis. Poor conditions included overcast and 
rainy weather and grainy photographs resulting from a large camera-to- 
object distance. In some cases shadows were cast in the photographs 
and elevation readings were partly obscured because there was no 
definite point in the background to which the technician could 
reference The deteriorated state of .•he structures was another 
problem. In many areas the corros.on and rust buildup was such 
that it was extremely dif•icult• to get accurate readings •ither• on 
the stereoscopic model or in the field. Additional problems in 
the field included the "naccessibi!ity of some areas and hazardous 
conditions at the site. 

Augusta County.,, Bedstead Pony Truss Table 7 

The limits of the photogrammetric method were tested most by 
this site. Field conditions for the photogrammetric work were poor: 
The sky was very overcast during the photographing of the side ele- 
vation; the photographs suffered from a dark sky and from a large 
object-to-camera distance. These side views were photographed from 
55 feet (16.8 m). The result was a stereoscopic model cn which de- 
tailed readings were difficult. Elevation readings were taken to 
!/i000 inch (0.0254 mm), but the reading for the last decimal place 
was largely estimated. Comparative measurements were made at seven- 
teen randomly distributed locations. 
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Considering the field conditions, the results were quite 
•ood Four of the •7 •eadings were 
o 

•f•icult to read in •he lab 
and in th• f•e•d due •o rus • 

....... 
=nd pa nt buildup. These were at 

locations 2, 3, 9, and !5. The largest error in this group 
almost 1/4 inch (6 •5 •m), which is a considerab • ro •.e el P OP. a 
measurement of 3-3/4 inches (98.28 mm). Aside from •hese 
erratic readings, all other errors are below 1/8 inch (3.i8 ram), 
or 0._•25 inch (3.18 mm). On a s•ucture'• which has areas o •. cor- ros'on buildup over 1/4 inch (6.35 ,•m), it would be unreasonable 
to expect greater accuracy. The very best readings on this s'te 
were accessible and easy to read both in the lab and in the field. 
These were for locaticns I, 4, ,, and 14, wroth errors of about 
1/'64 inch (0.40 mm). These a. •=ad •gs •us,•er near •% erro• whe• 

._•erence in dimens ons derived by both techniques ms con- sidered as a percentage of the total dimension. Fourteen of 17- 
(82%) of the readings were below 5% in error and ii/17 (65%) of 
the readings were below 3% in error. 

Augusta Count•. Bedstead Pony Truss Joint Detail, Table 8 

The problems, encountered during the field work for the side 
elevation discussed above were compounded in the joint detail by 
a rainstorm which began as setup for the detail view started. Despite the fact that the camera-to-object distance was signifi- 
cantly smaller (12.72 feet [3.88 m]), the weather conditions were 
worse and resulted in very poor quality photographs. The readings 
on a site with such a small camera-to-object distance should have 
been extremely good. Obscured areas on the detail accounted for 
one very poor reading, which was off by almost 22%, and some other- 
wise erratic readings. Since this was a close-up of a truss joint 
detail, dimensions considered were generally far smaller than in 
the previous example. Some measurements, were as sma•l_ •s_ •/8 inch 
(9.52 ram). Thus, errors of I/8 inch (3.18 ram) are significantly 
greater in this example than in the side elevation of the truss. 
On first inspection, Table 8 shows excellent comparative results, 
with all but one difference in measurements being less than 1/16 
inch (1.59 ram). From a strictly analytical perspective, these 
results are less acceptable when considered as error percentages. 
One reading is 22% in error, two others are approximately 7% in 
error. At the same time, 70% of the readings are 3% or less in 
••OP. 

With field conditions at the Augusta County bedstead •PLIS S site presenting the problems described above, the results of the 
comparative dimensional analysis, although complicated by erratic readings, show that the photogrammetric technique has promise in 
its potential for taking cross-sectional area measurements. 
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•able • Hodge's F=•F.y Bascu•e Bridge, 

e The rocker arm detai• of the Hodg s Ferry movable hascule 
span was se • ,_ected ro• the dimens{onal analysis because •t is an 
example of a site which would be prohibitively time-consuming 
to hand measure This v•ew was "•us*rated in Figure 14 Th • 

section of the bridge is made up entirely of riveted components 
and would involve many tedious hand measurements. 

F•e!d conditions for the photogrammetric work were good. The 
weather was perfect and camera-t_o-object distance was only 24.6 
feet (7.5 m). The major problem was that the bridge was heavily 
travelled by vehicular traffic and the work required setting up 
the camera on *•e span i•se! 

•. _s av traf•i also •osed addi- 
t•O[la 

. 
p•ob!ems in the f{eld womk fore the hand measumements. Hand 

measumin• thi• site mequimed maneuvemin• on beams with no b•id•e 
deck co•em, as well as bein• on the bmid•e with fast movin• f•e- 
quent vehicuia• tmaffic. Also, co•mosion buildup was a p•oblem 
in some portions of the b•id•e. 

From a strictly technical perspective the photogrammetric 
field conditions were excellent and resulted in very good quality 
photographs and accurate readings Because the model was so clearly 
defined it was easy to specify the precise points to be measured 
and compared Just as the Augusta County pony truss tested the 
limits of the system under poor conditions, this example tested 
the limits under good conditions. 

•able 9 data points from two locations were re- As seen in 
• jected; one because it was impossible to measure by hand as the 

member projected over the water with no support near it (9) and 
the other because the point was in shadow and so difficult to read 
on the stereopair model that the reading was unreliable (i0). 

Table 9 lists comparative results in measurements. The hand 
and photogrammetric measurements are very close. Using the valid 
data points, all measurements show under 1/8 inch (3.18 ram) dif- 
ference between hand and machine measurements. Of these 18 data 
points, 8 show less than 1/64-inch (0.40 ram) difference, 3 show 
less than !/32-inch (0.79 ram) difference, and • others show less 
than 1/16-inch (1.59 mm) difference between field measurements 
and machine readings. 

An examination of Zhe data on an error percentage basis shows 
16/18 (89%) of the data points below 4% error in measurement. The 
two points which are over 4% error are measurements of very small 
dimensions (3/4 inch [19.05 mini and 3/8 inch [9.52 mini) and the 
fractional errors are considerable, even though they are only 
0.05• inch (!.37 ram) and 0.033 inch (0.84 mm), respectively. 
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The compa•,_ive measurer.•emts •_cr components on. the Hod•e s Ferry bridge shcw •hat mhe •hotogrammetric method •s potenti•i!y 
• 

reliable technique =or making cross-sec•iona measEremen•s• on 
structures. 

•ab• e 1O Masonr• Arch •u±vert, 
_• 

The small masonry arch culvert, illustrated "n Figure 3, was 
chosen for the dimensional analysis to test the phorogrammetric 
method with ma•=rial• o•he •,. t•an•, mesa •_. •-'eld conditions were very good fo• •he nhotogra•et-ic work •e camera to ob3ect d s- 

• 
:eer (5.8 m) and weather conditions were exce!•ent. •-ie!d 

conditions were good for hand measurement wcrk, also. The only 
problem was that parts of the site were awkward to reac,h for hand 
meas uremen•s 

mable !0, show very Cross-sectional dimensmonal comparisons, 
unreliable and erratic readings. This was due to the nature of 

"rock-face with draft- • " hi the mat=rial, which is rough, •ne as ar 
masonry. The surface o• the stones is roughly •in shed and pro- 
trudes very unevenly. It was extremely difficult to get reliable 
comparative readings on this site. A lateral displacement of 1/8 
inch (3.18 ram) in a measurement of a stone could make a difference 
of 1/2 inch (12.70 ram) in the depth measurement. It was difficult 
to be sure that field readings and lab readings precisely coincided 
because of the random nature of the stone surface treatment. 

• 
•ne photogrammetric technique of depth measurement is not appropriate for irregularly surfaced structures like the masonry 

arch culvert, because of the unreliable nature of the data produced 
from both elevation readings and hand measurements. 
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Tab le 7 

Cross-Sectional Dimensional Comparison 
Augusta County Pony Truss (Figure I0) 

Location 
No. 

Mmchine Elevation Hand Measurement 
R.eading,_ _(i n..) (i n .) 

Difference, 
(in.) 

i. 2.172 2 187 0.015 
2. 1.692 1.813 0.121 

3. 1.224 1.375 0.151 
4. 2.328 2.313 0.015 
5. 2.292 2.250 0.042 
6. 1.296 1.359 0.063 
7. 4.260 4.250 0.010 
8. 3.528 3.469 0.059 
9. 3.960 3.750 0.210 

i0. 2.040 2.000 0.040 
ii. 0.972 1.000 0.028 
12. 2.316 2.375 0.059 
13. 12.000 12.016 0.016 
14. 0.888 0.906 0.018 
15. 2.772 2.875 0.103 
16. 1.620 i. 688 0.068 
17. 6.792 6.875 0.083 

NOTE" i in. 25.4 mm 

Location 
No. 

io 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

i0. 

Table 8 

Cross-Sectional Dimensional Comparison 
Augusta County Pony Truss 

Joint Detail View (Figure 12) 

Machine Elevation 
Reading,. (in.) 

1.032 
1.944 
0.456 
2.1096 
7.2876 
1.4496 
0.336 
0.462 
2.352 
8. 844 

Hand Measurement 
(in.) 

i. 000 
1.969 
0.375 
2.2125 
7.250 
1.406 
0.3125 
O.5OO 
2.375 
8.875 

Difference, 
(in.) 

0.032 
0.025 
0.081 
0.015 
0.0376 
0.0436 
0.0235 
0.038 
0.023 
0.031 

NOTE- I in. 25.4 mm 



Table 9 

Cross-Sectional Dimensional Comparison 
Hodges Ferry Bascule Bridge (Figure 14) 

Location 
No. 

i, 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

* 9. 
* i0. 

ii. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 

•chine Elevation 
Reading, .! in..) 

4.488 
4.872 
0.384 
0.696 
0.372 
3.192 
2. 700 
5.616 
2.496 
5.064 
9.036 
5. 604 
4.848 

59. 964 
5.520 
2.736 
0.300 
0.408 
0. 684 
1.092 

Hand Measuremen t 
(in.) 

4.5156 
4.875 
0.375 
0.750 
0.375 
3.250 
2.6875 
5.625 

impossible to reach 
4.84375 
9.0625 
5.5625 
4.750 

59.96875 
5.500 
2.6875 
0.3125 
0,375 
0.6875 
1.125 

*data rejected 

NOTE. 1 in. 25.4 mm 

Difference, 
(in.) 

0.0276 
0.003 
0.009 
0.054 
0.003 
O.O58 
0.0125 
0.009 

0.22025 
0.0265 
0.0415 
0.098 
0. 004 75 
0.020 
0.0485 
0.0125 
0.033 
0.0035 
0.033 



Location 
•0 

Table i0 

Cross-Sectional Dimensional Comparison 
Masonry Culvert (Figure 3) 

Machine Elevation Hand Measurement 
Rea_ding, (in.) (in.) 

Difference, 
..(±n....,). 

I. 2.5224 2.5625 0.0401 
2. 2.2008 2.375 0.1742 
3. 0.7968 0.90625 0.10945 
4. 0.672 0.90625 0.23&25 
5. 3.84 3.90625 0.06625 
6. 4.164 4.25 0.086 
7. 0.1164 0.1875 0.0711 
8. 3.9084 4.00 0.0916 
9. 4.29 4.375 0.085 

!0. 0.9876 1.09 375 O. 10615 
II. 3. 8268 4.03125 0.20445 
12. 5.4648 5.500 0.0352 
13. 2. 3304 2.15625 O. 17415 
14. 1.896 1.6875 0.2085 
15. 4.1796 4.0625 0.1171 

NOTE" ! in. 25.4 mm 



•UMMARY b.Nu DISCUSSION 

"•*=d in +he pr=vious sec*•ons The documenta ion drawings llus•.=< 
c•=ar!y snc,{ that •.he abzlzty to produce documentation drawings by a nho'ogrammet•ic. procedure is w'-hi.• n the capab•'lztv" of the Virgznza" 
D=na•tment of Highways and Transpor*a*" 

•. mort iz a proper camera {s 
avai•ab]e_• These drawings o•_ rep•esentatzve h;=toric •4÷=s demon 
strate all stages in the pho•ogram•netr'c drawing production, tech- 
ni.que by illustrating varying degrees of refinement in the drafting 
process. Several drawings show literal representat'ons of the photo- 
grammetric models of the structures. These drawings were reproduced 
as they were completed from the s'ereop!o*t ;rig machine, with no 
attempt to make them mnto presentation crawings Th= documen<.= ion 
•aw•ngs oe ot•er si:es were delineated by a draftsman *o •a•ymnc degrees of refinement, thus demonstrating the process from beg'nning 
to end. 

•his• study has shown numerous advantages of the photogrammetr•c 
me•...od Information recorded on photographs is stable and compre- 
hensive. Since the method is a precise photographic technique, all 
the information ever potentially desired from a site is permanently 
stored with the exposed photogrammetric plates. This fact would 
allow f!exib•imty in the planning o• a survey or documentation pro- 
gram for his.Zoric highway structures since the drafting and other 
labor intensive operations could be scheduled to avoid peak work 
loads. With minimal field work, rapid and relatively simple inven- 
tories of structures can be completed while storing the potential 
to document or analyze in detail the structures inventoried. Tradi- 
tional methods for inventories and documentation drawings require 
many man-hours of field work initially to obtain hand measurements 
of the structures. In a climate of reduced manpower, this capa- bility is particularly significint. Also, the supplementary photo- 
o. 

anhic •overage norma•_iy used in the tradmt{onal hand measured 
methods can be minimized. 

The discussion of the executed documentation drawings in the previous two sections set forth a satisfactory comparison between photogram•etrically and traditionally produced documentation draw- ings. It was shown in these comparisons that the recordation of a 
structure in whatever form desired is possible. Examples like the Humpback covered bridge portal elevation illustrate l'teral "as is" 
representations of a srructure. Although this literal form of re- cording, may not be desirable from an aesthetic po'nt of view, from 
an engmneering perspective and for highway department use, the ability to document the literal condition of a structure would be 
very valuable. A literal representation of the three-dimensional 
photogran•r•etric model allows damaged areas to be precisely pin- pointed with minimal field work. 
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The dimensional comparison in the last section showed that 
additional information can be obtained from the stereoscopic 
models created • 7 that e t• •.om stereopair photographs. _n s c _on a 
preliminary analys's of the potential for reading cross-sectional 
ar=as• of members •rom = •hese mcde•s showed positive r=sults. For 
mghway depa• •ment use *his damage and dimensional mn•ormation 

would be valuable in the analysis and maintenance of hismor'cally 
significant sites, as well as for other types of structures. 

On the other hand, if the documentation of a deteriorated 
structure required an "as built" drawing, delineation of the struc- 
ture in question would not be literally •ecorded from the photo- 
grammetric model, instead, deteriorated or missing materials could 
be mod f•ed on •e drawing by the draftsman, whi!= the •nforma,_•on 
of the literal condition of •he structure would remain in storage 
on thephotogrammetric plates. In cases of extreme historic sig- 
nificance, the photogram•netric delineation could certainly provide 
the skeleton for a more aesthetically pleasing and sensitive draw- 
ing, if required. 

The question of which type of documentation is preferred is 
tied up with philosophical issues in the field of historic preserva- 
tion. On one side of the issue is the desire for a strong, well 
articulated, and aesthetically pleasing representation of the his- 
torical site in question. On the other side of the issue is the 
need for absolutely accurate representations of structures for 
analytical and rehabilitative purposes. It has been the frustrating 
experience of more than one engineer working on historic sites to 
have to return to the site to remeasure dimensions because of in- 
accurate or illegible hand notes of the "cosmetic" restoration in 
a drawing. 

Because the engineering community appears to be awakening to 
the need to preserve its heritage, an understanding of •he valid 
requirements of both sides of the issue is necessary and a compromise 
is possible. Certainly the potential for both accurate and aesthet- 
ically pleasing renditions exists using photogramm•etric recording 
techniques. 

This report has shcwn that with minimal time in the field the 
photogrammetric method produces the ability to document structures 
in a very precise and detailed manner, and. potentially of a quality 
acceptable to the agency which requires the documentaricn. 

However, in order to be able wo work wirhin the existing struc- 
ture of a highway department, several problems inherent in the use 
of the photogrammetric method must be addressed. These can be 
mitigated with additional experience, equipment, and training. 
Three types of problems emerged as this research progressed" those 
in the f'eld work, those in the lab, and those in the structures 
themselves. 



.•e_• sit=s, we•=•_ chosen to "•c!ude• a •.nge•_ o #,• ={e•d_ •ondit{ons• 
that would test the photozram•etric procedures, imagination and 
{ngenu•ty we•= reouired =o •=cord a number of sites. =• was 

necessary to set up n streams, on boats, on s•ructures accommodating 
heavy vehicular traff'c, above the sites in cherry pickers, and in 
•emote and nacc=ss •b• .•!aces Obs•ruc• ons o•ten •equmr=d suend- 

•" -•ic setup could be- ng •_mme c!earmng a site before •.h photogram•ne•_ 
•{n =•he demands of the fi=!d conditions in rh{s study could •e•- 
tain!y coincide with field conditions in any typical survey or 
documentation program. Therefor.e, it would be extremely difficult 
to follow one spec•=ic 

_= 
procedural guideline for documenting historic 

sites. Flexibil'ty in the approach to various sites would be neces- 

sary. Clearly, •he•. ab•_• •ity •o• rect•_fy oblique, photos would mit• 
this s'tuation to some extent. 

This study also showed that the photogrammetric method is 
weather dependent. The quality of photography was very important, 
particularly at close range, for the technicians to be able to de- 
lineate the photogrammetric model. Lab work on the Augusta County 

•or =xample, was tedious and more time- bedstead truss bridge s•te, 
consuming because the photographs were exposed in dark, rainy weather 
and were not of as good quality as the photographs at other sites. 
This can be overcome with proper scheduling. 

Additional problems became apparent in the lab. The stereo- 
plotting technicians were unaccustomed to executing planimetric 
renditions o: structures. ±t was necessary to supplement the photo- 
grammetric coverage with close-up standard photographs of details 
of the sites in order for the stereoplotting technicians to delineate 
the structures accurately. These supplemental detail photographs 
were essential for successful recordation. 

The last problem encountered is inheren• in the nature of 
historic sites. Some of the structures studied were badly deteri- 
orated. Rust and paint buildup on the metal structures were severe 
in areas. Stone s" •_ructures were ch•pped and cracked and wooden 
structures were rotted or missing parts. This factor complicated 
gathering the data for the comparison of dimensional accuracy in 
photogrammetric and hand measured methods. Despite this, the po- 
tentia! to accurately obtain dimensional data from photogrammetric 
models, both in the photographic and perpendicular planes, was 
demonstrated. 

rt was impossible to obtain elevation readings for some me•a= 

truss members which were thmn and contras" ._ed against •he sky In 
order to read cross-sectional data for metal truss bridges in future 
uses of the photogrammetric method, black targets ought to be attache ,• 

to the backs of members. This is necessary to give a reference 
point for reading elevations on the backs of those_ members w-'th• only 
sky behind them; it is otherwise very difficult to tell where the 
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member ends in •he perpend'cular plane. These black targets could 
be magnetized, as could those used on the face of the structure, 

•c recording would •roceed with •nd •_he setup •or photogramme 
•._ !i•tie addit'ona! work. 

The •ec•sion of measurem=nts was •m ted because 
deteriorat'on. To determine stringent limits of the d:mensionai 
accuracy in the photogrammetr'c method, additional tests should be 
conducted on nondeter:orated sites where rust and paint buildup 
wou•d_ not complicate_, the. det•rmina•ion• of accuracy. Good comparative_ 

•he size of th• measurements used; very •esuits we'•e also limited by 
,_ 

small measurements should always be supplemented by a check with 
hand measurements, as accuracy wi•h measuremen•_s under 

•= was very poor with• the type o._ equipment used mn this. pro•ect 
more sophisticated, .microprocessor digitizer equipment had been avail- 
•ble, results would have been more re liable. 

In some cases, the unfamiliarity of the stereoplotting tech- 
nicians and the draftsmen with this type of rendering made it neces- 
sary to work closely with them to communicate what the drawings 
should i!•ustrate. T•.e skil •s of the technicians were challenged 
by this project. In a few instances the standard procedures used 
in ordinary work e.g., standard use of ballpoint pen were 
unacceptable for the purposes of this study. For these reasons it 
is strongly recommended that procedural guidelines and drafting 
requirements be established and appropriate training be executed 
for the personnel executing photogrammetric documentation drawings, 
should additional photogrammetric recordation of historic sites be 
desired. 

This study has shown that it is feasible to document historic 
structures by use of close-range terrestrial pho to gramme try This 
me•od of documentary.on can be successfully applied withmn the 
capability (assuming a proper camera) of local highway departments 
to produce very precise documentaiton drawings and, with little addi- 
tional work and some modification of drafting guidelines, renderings 
acceptable to other agencies can be produced. If desired, the re- 
sults of the photogrammetric documentaiton field work can provide 
additional information about the structures. Thus the applicability 
of the photogrammetric documentation procedure is broader than solely 
the production of documentation drawings. 
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=ased upon •h_s s•_udy t .s conc=uded that" 

Docmmentation by photogram]netric methods "s applicable 
•o and of sufficient accuracy for a wide variety of 
s=ructures and si = ,_es and is very •os" ,_-effective by 
reducing man-hours requ{•ed for hand measurements, 
traffic control, and scaffolding. 

With the exception of the camera, and rectifying 
• documented d•awings equipment, the production o• photogrammetrical!y is within the capacity of cur- 

ren,•iy avai •able equipmen= •n most, 
• 

DO'E a• departments o ,= • or+ ansp ,_at on. 

A ma•or advantage of the photogrammetric method is 
that the most critical phase (obtaining the field 
data) is the least labor intensive phase. By tradi- 
tional methods this is the most labor intensive 
operation. 

The 
research 

T 

GUIDELih•.S 

following preliminary guidelines are an outgrowth of this 

The photogrammetric documentation team will be made 
up of the following. 

io Photogrammetric engineer. 
B. Photogrammetric engineering technician. 

•. Civil or structural engineer to interpret 
and determine views and details required 
documentation. 

if none of the above are sensitive to 
transportation sites, consultant from 
local SHPO or HAER. 

site 
for 

historic 
either 

•e procedure for field work will follow 
outline 

this general 

A Site 

i. 

reconnaissance 
Visit sire to determine 
for optimal photography 

axis 
time. 

orienta'ion• 
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III. 

B 

C 

Analyze site or structure to determine 
•ncluding de+a• ge. desired views, _• covera 

Analyze site to determine equipment neces- 

sary for suitable photographic coverage. 

Site preparation 
I. Clear site of obstructions 

2. Place targets on object, using black as 

needed 

3. Locate camera stations 

Site documentation 

I. Stabilize camera at designated stations 

2. Photograph object 
3. Record distances between targets and elevation 

of discrete points on the object 
4. Using 35 ram. camera, or Polaroid, photograph 

structural details which are complex or which 
may be confusing to stereop!otting technicians. 

The procedure for stereoplotting will include" 

A. Technicians will be briefed on information desired 
for each site documentation. 

B. Technicians will use supplemental site photographs 
for potentially confusing details of structures 
and sites. 

C. Technicians will work closely with eng'neer to 

assure recordation of site in accordance with 
desired documentation. 

D. Technicians w•ll complete documentation drawing 
only through early stage documentation. 

The procedure for dra•-ing.•_ wi •=I include- 

A. Early stage documentation drawings will be complete• 
by draftsmen with familiarity of architectural 
drafting. * 

*This may require a special training session. 
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understanding that -• • • r e •ey w_•_ ar •y •e renro- 
duc•d• at f•i__ scale 

i. Thus• the need •e.r strong different ation 
of line weights "n i•ustration of the 
s•ructure. 

2. Thus, the need to avoid using faint lines 
and closely spaced • 

C. De!inea<icn of draw•'ngs will never be completed 
in ba • no{nt ink but wm• always •e done w-•'h 
standard •= = •_•ting pens and •nk. 

D. A standard drawing s'ze of 2• inch x B6 inch 
(610 mm x 914 mm) w'l! be adopted for all docu- 
mentation drawings, and recordation of sites will 
be planned within this dimensional framework. 

RE COMMENDAT: O NS 

!t is recommended that. 

i. The Department im•.ediately obtain, on a permanent basis, 
a camera such as that used in this study.* 

2. Long-range consideration should be given to acquiring a 
universal or analytical stereopiotter that wou•d allow 
the capab{•ity to compile nian d•awings from •onverg=n * 

oblique, or severely tilted photography. 

:'•Whi!e the report was in preparation, this recommendation was 
implemented. 
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APPEND IX 



LOCATION F!uvanna County 

DESCRIPTION 
19th century monol.th c stone road marker 

! elevat'on 

ADDITIONAL •'Q,'U • P'•,,• 

COMMENTS Setup and photography were straightforward. 

*Project completed "n 45 minutes 

*Does not include preliminary site evaluation 
time or travel time to and from site. 

CAMERA 
S'TA•fON 
L0CATrONS 

(3.0 m) 

(1.8 m) 



WHI '• 
•= 

•OST 

LOCATION C • Co _arke un 

•'•SCRIPT 
Reproduction of 18th century wooden road marker 

VIEWS I eievat'on 

COMMENTS The weather was perfect and no problems were 
encountered. 

*Project was completed in 20 minutes. 

*Does not include preliminary site evaluation 
time or travel time to and from site. 

CAMERA 
SI•ATI0N 
LOCATI'bNS 

!SiO' (4.6 m) 

8.40' h w 

(2.6 m) 



••S_SONRY ARCH CULVERT 

LOCATION Augusta County 

SITE 
DES•RIPTION 

Small, 
walls 

cut stone masonry culvert with curving wing 
carrier ra'iroad to Crozet tunnel 

VIEWS ! e!evat'on 

ADDITIONAL 
"•'• :•C 

COMMENTS The site was cleared the day before photography was 

to be done. 

Photograph'ng culvert was straightforward; 
iar problems at this site. 

no particu- 

*Setup, photography, and recording time was !½ hours. 

•oes no',_ include nreliminary site =va!uation. 
time or travel time to and from site. 

CAMERA 
STATION 
LOCATIONS 

!•.o' 
(5.8 m) 

6.9' • 6.9' •' 6.9' 
(2.1 m) (2.1 m) (2.1 m) 



L0C AT •_' • F!uvanna County 

SITE 
D'ES ••.,. <ubmerg=d •9th c=-- to • ••u•y s •e •av •at•on lock 

VIEWS ! p ian 

ADDITIONAL Camera mount for bridge rail 

C 0 MME N T S Preparing site included the cutting of small brush 
which obscured a portion of the lock wall 

*Setup, photography, reading measurements and ele- 
vations were completed in 4 hours 

*Does not include preliminary site evaluation 
time or travel to and from sire 

C ;•M ERA 
STA• ,_0N 
L@Cb[TI0N S 

(•- 14.S' 
(4.5 m) 

Camera w-as 30. O' from targe:s, verzical!y. 
•q•is is a plan view of the :arge• setug. 



SITE LUTEN CONCRETE ARCH 

CAT < .0 N Frederick Counzy 

SITE 
'ESCR  D PT •..0 •T 

Small span concrete arch bridge built after pa•ent 
by •an e_,, B. Luten 

ADDITI0 •- 

side elevation 

C 0 MMEN TS No site prepara,•ion was necessary. -Setup, photograph} 
reading measurements and elevations were completed in 
• hours 

*Does no +• include preliminary_ site =valuat •• •on t_me{ 
or trave! to and from site. 

C D•M E RA 
S TATI0 N 
L0 C'A'•i 0NS 

•s.o' (14.6 m) 

(Ii.7 m) (Ii.7 m) 



,:• e ls on Co unty 

DESCR_,•i0N. 
Single-span metal truss bridge of Pratt type 

V ! EW S I elevation 

COMMENTS No s it=• prepara-ion• was necessary 

The only problem encountered was the packing of equipment down a steep embankment to the site 

CAMERA 
S"TATI'ON 
•OCA•I O-N S 

2i.0' 
(6.4 m) 

(38.4 m) 

(6.4 m) 



SITE THACHER •RUS • 

,.,0C A•, •. 
,_ = 

0N Over Linv'l•=_• •r==k• at. Broadway,. Virg{•ia_•. 

SITE 
DESCRIPTION 

Single-span, mu •t •" _•e ntersect •on, metal truss 
br'dge on masonry abutments 

ADDITIONAL 
EQUI•PMJNT 

i side =leva'ion_ 
•_ 

I portal elevation 
! lower jo'nt detail 

Step ladder 
Tree pruner 
Waders 

COMMENTS Preparing site included, trimming a tree which obscured 
the bearing and part of the truss on the right side of 
the elevation. The stream was shallow and it was not 
particularly difficult to maneuver with photographic 
equipment. 

it was necessary to take photographs early in the 
morning to avoid shooting into the sun. As the day 
progressed, it was necessary to wait for clouds to 
obscure intense rays of the sun. 

*Clearing site, setting up, photogaphing elevation, 
portal, and joint detail, reading measurements and 
elevations were completed in 7 hours. 

*Does not include preliminary site evaluation 
• time to and from site *ime or •_ave_ 

SbATION 
LOCA•IONS 

Fol!owing page 



C•J•ERA STATION LOCATIONS 

Thacher =russ Bridge 

•e •levatign 

•oo.o' (30.5 m) 

• 30.0' • 30.0' 
(9.1 m) (9.1 m) 

Portal •evat ion 

2•,z' (7.8 m) 

i0.0,• 
(3.0 m) 

JoLn• Detail 

i 

I0.7' 
(3.3 m) 

(1.2 m) 

Not to scale. 



S T m- BEDSTEAD O0N •, =RU < e 

Augusta County 

SITE 
=•,-,SCRIPTI 0 

Early 20th century single-span metal truss bridge 
of bedstead pony type 

VIEWS 

ADDITIONAL 

I side elev-tion 
I pcrtai e•=va•_on 
i joint "e•a• 

Waders 
Step Ladder 

COMM• ,J.,TS No site preparation was necessary; there were no 
trees obscuring the view and the stream was very 
shallow. 

The only problem encountered was a quick rainstorm 
which moved in during the last hour of photography. 

*Setup, photography, and recording time was 5 hours. 

*Does not include preliminary site evaluation 
time or travel time to and from site. 

CAMERA 
STATI ON 
T•0C'AT !0N S 

•ollowing page 
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•AMERA STATION LOCA "" 

f 

(12.3 m) 

(16.8 m) 

(12.3 m) 

?or•al Hlev•tion 

22.s•.' (6.81 m) 

(4.2 m) 

Joint Detail 

•z.,,'.•' (3.88 m) 

(3.5 m) 

Not :o scale. 
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HODGE'S FERRY BASCULE BRIDGE 

LOCATION Portsmouth, Virg'nia 

S• Moving bascule span of a multi-span bridge 

VIEWS ! side elevation 
I portal elevation 
I deta'l elevation of rocker arm 

ADD•T!0NAL• Motor boat 
EQU IPMEN_ T Anchors 

Rope 

This was one of the most difficult sites chosen to 
study. The river is navigable and therefore re- 
quired coverage by boat. 

To stabilize the boat, 2 anchors and I line tied to 
a pier were used. Timing was critical; as soon as 
the camera was leveled it was necessary to activate 
the camera or it quickly became out of level. A 
man on shore with a transit kept the boat on line 
paralle! with the bridge. 

Upon return to the laboratory, all side elevation 
photographs were found to be of such poor quality 
that they had to be redone, requiring another day 
at the site. 

CAME 

L'0 CXTIoNs 
Following page 
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CAHERA STATION LOCATIONS 

H,o!ge s_ _•er.rY :Ba_ssu!e Br•d,,ge 

Side Elevation 

(8.1 m) 

$9.0' (18.0 m) 

33.S' (10.2 m) 

Portal Elevazion 

Rocker :.L,"m Detail 

.•So0' (8.5 m) 

24.6' 
(7.5 m) 

14.8' •g 
(4.5 m) 

Not =o scale. 
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LAKE COH00N BRIDGE 

LOCATION Lake Cohoon, Nansemond County 

Ca PT 0  
igth century wooden b•{dge._ on br "•-•. abutments, 
hidden in man-made lake, reemer•=d=_ dur{_ng •980 
drought. 

V iEWS ! side elevation 

ADDITIONAL 
,,-:,£u 

Waders 

COMMENTS Several unanticipated problems were encountered 
•t this s•.•_e. 

The photography was successful despite a light rain 
that lasted most of the morning and forced the work 
to stop at several points. 

it was extremely difficult to maneuver on the ground 
surrounding the old bridge• The ground consisted of 
soft, deep, silty mud. There was no solid surface 
on which to set the tripod until a discarded piece 
of metal was found on the lake bed. This provided 
a hard, flat surface but the underlying mud affected 
the camera setup much like a rocking boar did. Once 
+he•_ camera was •_•veled, it was activa•ed• immediately, 
before movement = •orced the camera ou* of •=vel 

*Setup and photography time was 4 hours. 

":•Does not include prel'minary site evaluation 
time or travel time •o and from site 

CAHERA 
S'TA@ION 
LotA•I•NS 

•s.o' (5.5 m) 

!I. 3 

• 
i!. •' 

(3.4 m) (3.5 m) 
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SITE LEE BRi DGE 

•CATi0N Richmond, over the James River 

DESCRIPTION 
Multi-span concrete arch, open spandrel bridge 

VIEWS I side elevation selected portions 

EQ•iiPMENT 
Flat bot" ,_om boa 

• 

8' stakes 
Rope 

C 0 MME N T S 

CAMERA 
STATION 
LO CA'T i 0-N 

Site condit•.ons presented many problems. •eep water required use of a boat. Parts of bridge were in 
accessible due to buildings or large trees. On the 
first attempt at this site, the current was so swift 
that it was impossible to keep the boat on course 
and several photographs were taken at odd, uncalculated 
and!es to the bridge. Reshooting these on a clear day 
with smooth water made the process much easier and 
took far less time. 

It was decided to use only representative sections 
of this long span bridge. The time involved in 
recording the hard-to-reach spans was considered 
excessive for th•'s project. The technique was 
"•ested and, if necessary, those spans could_ be done 
at a later date. 

Arches of the northern section of Lee bridge are reproduced in this report. 

:so.o' (54.9 m) 

A-IS 



•'W E L L ''•,i" 

LOCATION P•ince George County, east of Hopewel 

STm• 
•ESCRIPTI ON 

Brick and concrete foundation walls remains 

a mill 

VIEWS 

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT' 

Plan 

Cherry picker 
Camera mount for cherry picker bucker 

COMMENTS 

C • ERA. 
STATION 
LOdKTIONS 

Targets were laid out and elevation readings were 

taken before photographing site. 

Several electric wires crossed the site and extreme 

care in maneuvering the cherry picker was necessary. 
Working around the wires necessitated taking 5 photo- 
graphs and using 4 models. 

A plumb bob and string were attached to the cherry 
picker bucket to locate the center of the camera over 

•he center of each target 

Site was cleared of vines and leaves in several hours 

on the day before photographing it. 

*Setup ,readings, and photography were completed 
in 4 hours. 

*Does not include preliminary site evaluation 
time or travel time to and from site. 

•.0' 
 

14.02' 14.25' 13.49' 14.54' 
(4.27 m) (4.34 m) (4.11 m) (4.37 m) 

•.,ot to scale 

Camera was 25.0' from targets, vertically. This is 

a plan view of the target setup. 

Target #• is offset %.0' to the west because live 
wires were in the way. 
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•TE HUMPBACK COVERED BRIDGE 

LOCATION Covington, Virginia 

S iTE 
•RiPTION 

Single span, wooden coy=red • •.uss b•idge on 

masonry abutments. 

VIEWS i side elevation 
! portal elevation 
I interior panel deta'! 

ADD!T•0NAL•_• Step ladder 
E QU!PME•T Tr e e p run e r 

Waders 

COMMEHTS Preparing the site included trimming some foliage 
from trees. The stream was shallow enough for 
waders on the side which was being photographed. 

•irect sunlight on the wood sidmng gave a mottled 
appearance to the surface as it shone through the 
foliage. Several shots were timed to correspond 
to cloud cover over the sun; this added slightly to 
the time invo!ved. 

An experimental model was shot on the interior, 
which was very dark • •.•o special lighting was used, 
only time exposure. Results were very good. While 
plotting this interior, model and the portal eleva- 
tion it was possible to record great detail, e.g. 
the projection of a staple from a wood post could 
be clearly delineated. 

*Clearing, setting up, photography and readings 
were completed "n 8 hours. 

":=Does not include preliminary site evaluation 
time or travel time to and from site. 
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STATION, LOCAT •.0[[S 

-umpback Covered Bridg e 

Side Elevation 

37.0•' 

(11.29 m) 

76' (22.18 m) 

37. OS' 
(11.29 m) 

Porzal F.leva: ion 

26.38' 

10.•7' 
(3.25 m) 

(8.04 m) 

Interior 5truczure 

il.Z-,7' (3.47 m) 

7.!6' N• 

(2.18 m) 

.Noz to scale. 
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SITE CROZET'S BLUE R•-DGE,_ RAILROAD TUNNEL 

LOCATION Augusta County 

19th century stone masonry railroad tunnel 

VIEWS ! elevat "on 

••0NAL 
EQUi P• :E.•,•"v 

Tree pruner 
• ush ax 
Wheelbarrow 

C0c.M•.L TS This site was very inaccessib!e. It 
the afternoon be=ore photography was 
Because the tunnel is in a very deep 
optimal photography time was noon. 

was cleared 
to be done. 
cut, the 

The wheelbarrow was necessary 
was far from the road and all 
carried by hand. 

because the tunne • 

equipment had to be 

Because of protruding rocks on either 
tunnel, three photographs were taken 
see the butting of the cut stone with 

side of the 
in order to 
the mountain. 

*Setup, photography, and recording time was 2 hours. 

*Does not 
time or 

include preliminary site evaluation 
travel time to and from site. 

CAMERA 
STA'TION 
LOCATIONS 

48.0' (14.6 m) 
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Not to scale. 



S HENA•,iDOAH •'•"',•u S S 

",rF .qhenandoah River at Woodstock, 7"r•inia 

SITE 
DESCRIPTION 

3 span truss on ially columns very h'gh bridge, 
dam upstream, bouldery streambed. Thigh deep water 
in areas. Small island, with tall trees, covers i 
span. 

VIEWS ! el evatic..n 
i portal view 

ADDITIONAL 8' step ladder 
Tree pruner 
Waders 

COMME•ITS This was one of the most troublesome sites encountered 
for the study. It was decided that the two spans not 
obscured by •o. •" •iage be photographed wh:!e• •,_he water 
was low, and a return trip be made after the leaves 
had fallen to photograph the remaining span. 

Initial site preparation included trimming some 
bushes, setting targets on bridge and below bridge 
in water. 

Maneuvering with equipment down rocks, over boulders, 
and through water was difficult. Setting up for 
shots in the stream was time-consuming. 

i: was necessary to return twice to th's site, once 
to reshoot several photographs which were of poor 
quality and once to photograph the south truss span. 
It was hoped that some photographs could be taken 
at this return time from •he dam upstream. The 
water level was s•gnificant ,y higher, mak •ng it 
impossible zo stand on the dam and difficult to 
maneuver in the stream. This site was nct photo- 
gramm•etrically reproduced in this report. 
*Total time spent clearing, setting up, reading 
measurements and elevat'ons and photographing this 
site was 16 hours. 

"•Does no• include preliminary site evaluation 
time or travel time to and from site. 
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•AM•RA• = • TATION LCCAT:0NS. 

She,nandoah Truss Bridz9 

Side Elevazion 

(3.94 m) 

Not to scale. 
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S!'E BREMO WAYSIDE 

LOCATION F!uvanna County 

SI • 
DE-S C'R!PTION 

19th century stone rest area on old road; spring 
channelled to a bowl carved in stone. 

VIEWS elevation, entire site 
elevation, carved bowl 

,ADDITIONAL Clippers 
Broom 

COMMENTS Photographing this site was unsuccess:u!. Many 
trees blocked the view and made it necessary to 
take an excessive number of photographs very 
close together. It was not possible to plot a 
drawing which adequately documented the wayside 
from elevation photograpNs. A plan view would 
have been successful but getting a cherry picker to 
the site was too complicated to warrant reshooting. 

*Site clearing, setting up, 
recording time was 4 hours. 

photographing, and 

*Does not 
time or 

include preliminary site evaluation 
travel time to and from site. 

CAMERA 
STATION 
LO'CATIONS 

(7.0 m) 

(1.5 m) (1.5 m) (1.5 m) (1.5 m) 

):or to scale. 
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THRE= NO.CHED ROAD TRACE 

A!bemarie County 

SITE 

•.. 
ON 

18th Century road, now dirt secondary road 

VIEWS ! profile 

ADDI•IONAL EQU!PH.E•,[T 

COMMENTS Two horizontal photographs were taken of road 
profile. Photogrammetric coverage of site was 

"ion draw'n• unsuccessful •[o useful documenta• 
was possible using the models of the profile. 
*Setup, photography, and .recording time was ! hour. 

*Does not include preliminary site evaluation 
time or travel time to and from site. 

CAMERA 
STAJI ON 
L-0•A TI'0•N S 

(2.85 m) 

Not to scale. 
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